Today we salute our graduates, who stand ready to take the next steps into the future. And we honor the students, faculty, staff, parents and friends who are overcoming the challenges of this extraordinary year and enabling SMU to continue to shape world changers.
WELCOME
Kevin Paul Hofeditz, Ceremony Marshal

PRELUDIAL MUSIC AND FANFARES
Imperial Brass

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
The audience remains seated during the academic processional and recessional.
Jodi Cooley-Sekula, Chief Marshal
Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Thomas B. Fomby, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Darryl Dickson-Carr, Platform Marshal
Barbara W. Kincaid, Procession Marshal
David Doyle, Jr., Assisting Procession Marshal
Nathan S. Balke, Marshal Lector
Elena D. Hicks, Marshal Lector

The Gonfalons
The Platform Party
Timothy Rosendale, Past-President of the SMU Faculty Senate and Tate Mace Bearer
Darian D. Taylor ’20, Howard Lantern Bearer and 2019-2020 Student Body President
Corinne E. Gibson ’20, SMU Banner Bearer and 2019-2020 Student Representative to the SMU Board of Trustees

CALL TO ORDER
Elizabeth G. Loboa, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

INVOCATION
Pastor Richie L. Butler ’93, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees

NATIONAL ANTHEM
John Stafford Smith and Francis Scott Key
Jeremiah Daniel Jamal Tyson ’20, Commencement Vocalist

INTRODUCTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND WELCOME
Robert H. Dedman, Jr. ’80, ’84, Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS
Elizabeth G. Loboa
50-Year Reunion Class
Representatives of the Faculties
Other Members of the Platform Party

PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT AND INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University and ex officio member of the SMU Board of Trustees

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE
Doctor of Humane Letters: Max Glauben
Presented by Elizabeth G. Loboa
Escorted by Hope E. Anderson ’17

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Please refrain from applause until all candidates have been presented.
Conferred by R. Gerald Turner
Presented by Elizabeth G. Loboa
Deans and Director of the Schools and Programs
Gary Brubaker, Director of SMU Guildhall
Marc P. Christensen, Dean of Lyle School of Engineering
Jennifer M. Collins, Dean of Dedman School of Law
Thomas DiPiero, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Craig C. Hill, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Kevin Paul Hofeditz, Senior Associate Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Stephanie L. Knight, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Matthew B. Myers, Dean of Cox School of Business
James E. Quick, Associate Provost for Research and Dean of the Moody School of Graduate and Advanced Studies
Assisting:
John A. Hall ’71, ’73, ’79, Executive Director of Enrollment Services and University Registrar, retiring
Robert L. Lothringer, University Registrar
Raina Watts, President of the SMU Staff Association

THE FAREWELL
Darian D. Taylor ’20

ALMA MATER
“Varsity”
Imperial Brass
Oh we see the Varsity,
Varsity, Varsity,
As she towers o’er the hill
Over there.
And our hearts are filled with joy,
SMU, SMU,
Alma Mater, we’ll be true
Forever!

SPECIAL MUSIC VIDEO
“SMU Forever”
Jimmy Dunne

RECESSIONAL
CARILLON CONCERT
Ten O’Clock in the Morning
Chea Nugent, Carillonneur
Fondren Science Tower
OTHER MEMBERS OF THE PLATFORM PARTY

Bead E. Cheves, Vice President for Development and External Affairs
Christopher Earles, Student Representative and ex officio member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Holly E. Jeffcoat, Dean of SMU Libraries
George W. Killebrew IV ’85, Chair of the SMU Alumni Board and ex officio Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
David B. Miller ’72, ’73, Vice-chair of the SMU Board of Trustees
Jeanne L. Phillips ’76, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Paul J. Ward, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Government Relations, General Counsel and Secretary

OTHER MEMBERS OF THE GUILD OF MARSHALS

Richard S. Barr, School Marshal
Karisa T. Cloward, School Marshal
Scott L. Davis, School Marshal
Virginia Dupuy, School Marshal
Brian “Squirrel” Eiserloh, School Marshal
Amy Ferrell, School Marshal

Roy L. Heller, School Marshal
Francesca Jones, School Marshal
Maribeth Kuenzi, School Marshal
Angelika Leskovskaya, School Marshal
Monnie McGee, School Marshal
Joel Meyers, School Marshal

Dayna Oscherwitz, School Marshal
Tony Pederson, School Marshal
Daniel Reynolds, School Marshal
Bivin Sadler, School Marshal
Ben Voth, School Marshal

Todd Chiscano, Director of Academic Ceremonies

SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES 2020-2021 IN ABSENTIA

Gerald B. Alley ’75
Jennifer Burr Altabef ’78, ’81
William D. Armstrong ’82
Michael M. Boone ’65, ’67
Tucker S. Bridwell ’73, ’74
Bradley Brookshire ’76
Christa J. Brown-Sanford ’04
Thomas G. Burish
Laura Welch Bush ’68
Kelly Hoglund Compton ’79, Secretary
Jeanne Tower Cox ’78
Katherine Raymond Crow ’94

Gary T. Crum ’69
Martin L. Flanagan ’82
Gerald J. Ford ’66, ’69
Antonio O. Garza, Jr. ’83
David C. Haley ’86
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. ’66
Clark K. Hunt ’87
Ray L. Hunt ’65
David S. Huntley ’80
Paul B. Loyd, Jr. ’68
Bobby B. Lyle ’67
Bishop Michael McKee ’78

Scott J. McLean ’78
Frances A. Moody-Dahlberg ’92
Connie Blass O’Neill ’77
Sarah Fullinwider Perot ’83
Caren H. Prothro
Rev. Paul L. Rasmussen ’04
Bruce A. Robson ’76
Carl Sewell ’66
Richard K. Templeton
Aurelie Thiele, ex officio
Richard Ware ’68
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

**Jim Lentz**

Jim Lentz is the former chief executive officer of Toyota Motor North America. During his 38-year career at Toyota, Lentz oversaw all business for Toyota’s North American region, including manufacturing, research and development, sales, marketing, product support and corporate resources. Lentz’s vision of uniting all of Toyota’s affiliates across the U.S. culminated in moving the company’s regional headquarters to Plano, Texas in 2017.

Lentz led and contributed to a number of key milestones in Toyota’s history, including the launch of the Scion brand; recognition of Toyota and Lexus brands as leaders in customer experience; and successfully navigating the company through significant challenges such as the great earthquake and tsunami in Japan and one of the worst recessions in U.S. history.

**Honorary Degree Recipient**

**Max Glauben**

Holocaust survivor and upstander Max Glauben is recognized across Texas and the nation as a passionate advocate for Holocaust and human rights education, and as a model of hope and resilience. For decades, he has shared his eyewitness account of the Holocaust around the world.

As a teenager, Glauben was imprisoned at the Warsaw ghetto and five concentration camps from 1939–45, and lost his entire immediate family during that time. On April 23, 1945, United States Gen. George Patton’s Third Army liberated Glauben and other prisoners on a death march to Dachau concentration camp. Glauben immigrated to the U.S. in 1947, eventually serving in the U.S. Army.

For 14 years Glauben has participated in the International March of the Living program, leading youth tours of European Holocaust sites. In 2019, *The Dallas Morning News* named him “Texan of the Year,” honoring his unceasing calls to resist hate, stand up for others and strive for peace. In 2018, Glauben became a mentor for future generations by recording his story as part of the University of Southern California Shoah Foundation *Dimensions in Testimony* initiative.

Now featured at the Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum, the project features interactive high-definition holographic interviews. Glauben’s advocacy helped launch the creation of the Dallas Holocaust and Human Rights Museum, which began as a modest basement display in the Jewish Community Center. He remains a frequent museum speaker. Glauben also still travels across Texas for speaking engagements to students where he provides insight and life lessons to inspire future generations of upstanders.

For his exceptional and extensive work combatting intolerance and keeping the memory of the Holocaust alive, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Max Glauben the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*.
GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREE HONOR RECIPIENTS

Daniel R. Alexander
Daniel Alonso Alvarado
Richard Anastasi
Emily Corina Anderson
Stephen John Antalis
Madeline Ann Ballard
Brenda Ballí
Madison Anne Bertrand
Sarah Bilaye-Benibo
Courtney N. Britten
Hayden H. Brown
Jordan R. Brownlow
Jerry Lee Butler
Claire Ellen Cahoon
James Calvert
Thomas S. Campbell
Danielle Patrice Canfield
Stephen Bentley Chance
Pearl Yena Choi
Derek Christensen
Elizabeth Da-In Chung
Emily Clark
Seth Charles Cleary
Weston L. Combs
Charles G. Cowden
Michael John Creme
Andrew Tucker Davison
Andrea L. Delorimier
Jasmine Portia DiLucci
Braden Lee Dotson
Roslyn Marie Dubberstein
Paige Mary Dusthimer
Anne M. Dzurilla
Sidney James Earnheart
Katie Marie Eichler
Taylor Brooke Ellison
Zachary A. Faircloth
Samuel Harrison Fishman
Brandon Flowers
Steven James Fowler
Sophia Virginia Franks
Rhodes Lindley Reamer French
Edward Craig Gabrielsen
Cody Reed Gackle
Madison Gafford
Christopher Julio Gambini
Xiaoming Gao
Christopher G. Garcia
Gabrielle E. Girling
Charles John Gramlich
Shaquelle Rashad Grant
Andrew Dalton Gray
Nerissa Grigsby
Marlena Marie Gutierrez
Rowdy T. Haack
Baleigh E. Hale
Beate Jane Hall
William James Hamilton
Bridge R. Hamway
Edward Jay Harpole II
Melia Ann Hawley
Kaylee Knowlton Henson
Nita M. Hight
Jane Morgan Scott Hobart
Nathaniel Tyler Hopkins
Henry Mcniel Howard
Darin Huggins
Zachary David Hughes
Ammar Hussain
Sumesh Jacob
Kylie Taylor Jennings
Nicholas William Jones
Victoria Marie Jones
Andrew John Klopf
Julia Maeve Kowalsky
Nan Lan
Stephen Jensen Lashley
Hamilton Fuller Leiser
Queen Lingjun Leung
Zachary G. Levick
Macie Alexandria Liptoi
Clayton Thomas Lynn
Jo Ann Michelle Mazoch
Owen E. McCrory
Jet A. McGuire
Nicholas Jarome McRae
Kristin Michelle Meeks
Paul Robert Meiller
Frederick Gynmi Mensah
William Aldrich Meyers
Charles Leighton Midlo
Landon Webster Mignardi
Blanca Elia Milan
Hannah Lee Minton
Paxton Turner Moore
Austin Ryan Musser
Andrew Ray Nelson
Taylor B. Nifong
Lucas B. Oehrmeis
Peter Nicolas Paez
Joshua Gennaro Parisi
Joseph Tyler Petty
Carl Dillard Pinkston
Ludovica Pizzichelli
Grace Elizabeth Porter
Sara Ann Reams
Andrea Calise Reed
Morgan Marie Reinhardt
James Kyle Reynolds
Emily M. Rhine
Dominic G. Riella
Miranda Roberts
Amanda Lee Rodriguez
Cheryl Lynn Roseborough
Kristina Rose Roth
Griffin Simon Rubin
Amir Cyrus Saboorian
Sydney Pruitt Sadler
Connor S. Saenz
Rachel A. Saunders
Saloumeh Armaiti Shahidi Fitzgerald
Jennifer Joy Siegel
John Allyn Sivils
Emily Ann Smith
Sarah Mackenzie Smith
Jessie Marissa Spears
John C. Spring
Lynnsee Irene Starr
Troy M. Stevenson
Amanda Marie Stickney
Sarah Amelia Surgeoner
Thomas Tassin
Andrea Marie Traut
Sean Mathias Valentine
Kaylea Ann Van Wettering
Kelsey Elizabeth Vanderbilt
Joyce Lee Vanderlip
Richard Malcolm Walsh
Emily Lenore Warren
John C. Warren
Jordan Christine Watson
Derek P. Whitney
Thomas James Whitten
Grayson Wade Williams
Cody Alexander Wilson
Li Yang
Katherine Brooke Kleberg Yarborough
Lauren Todd Zang
Sara Elizabeth Zoglman
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE HONOR RECIPIENTS

Katherine Virginia Adams
Aisha Ahmed
Hana Lorraine Alford
Brenan E. Alley
Sarah Rose Anania
Reid William Anderson
Steven Bradley Anderson
Sophie Faith Arkusinski
Jonathan Roger Arnold
Nicole Marie Aufricht
Ishani Awaithi
Julia Rose Baca
Cooper Rhodes Barghols
Natalie Dru Barry
Riley S. Bates
Dylan Raymond Beams
Bradford Barner Beck
Jacob Avery Becker
Duke S. Bednarke
Khris Elizabeth Beeson
Noah John Berestka
Kailley J. Berry
Abby Nicole Blumenfeld
Tristan Joshua Bogost
Connor Craig Boltman
John Odyseas Bookas
Berkley Breaux
Peyton Ruth Brophy
Braden Hollloman Brown
Michael Gerard Bruley
Blake Anthony Buckley
Julia Anne Buckley
Remington Malcolm Chester Butler
Desiree Buzby
Maria Calderon
Emily Rose Calomino
Alicia Marie Cantu
Clayton Robert Caple
Samuel Richard Carey
Brady John Carlson
Timothy M. Carr
Michaelle Theresa Cassidenti
Jordan Elizabeth Chambers
Allison Joyce Chang
Sinian Chen
Yu Chen
Ramisa R. Chowdhury
Nathan Dante Ciatti
Bronson Michael Ciavarra
Madison Kay Clement
Madison Catherine Clewis
McKenzie Nicole Cloud
Caroline Elizabeth Coen
Henry Sparks Cohen
Dylan Antonio Colbert
Anna Leigh Collier
Mia Jeanette Compagnone
Daniel Martin Connolly
Margaret Elizabeth Cook-Allen
Jessica Marie Cooley
Hannah Lynn Costley
Behrooz Ghafori Daemi
William Lee Danielsen
Benjamin Isaiah De Leon
Andrea L. Del Angel
Alec Davis DeSota
Nathan Edward Dickson
Victoria Abrielle Dickson
Kayleigh A. Dilworth
Cassidy Sue Dines
Madeline Sophia Dixon
Carson Dudick
Owen Nick Dunik
Sharlene Kaitlin Dunleavy
Jennifer Marie Edgar
Joseph Alexander Eichler
Salma El Shamy
Emerson Davis Ellies
Blake Russell Elson
Cristine Marie Espinosa
Milena Espinosa Teixeira
Matthew Ford Esterer
Mason Montgomery Ezell
Harrison Fagg
Minghe Fang
Brianna Marie Fendrich
Emma Katherine Few
Hannah Elizabeth Fiala
Michael Douglas Figg
Lauren Nicole Floyd
Matthew J. Forte
Stephen Anthony Frantz
Sarah Sloane Fuller
Kleyer Cynthia Fulton
Yumna Furqan
Jake Addison Garrett
Sanaa Mohammed Ghanim
Tyler A. Giallanza
Corinne Elizabeth Gibson
Kalley B. Gibson
Samuel Bryan Giles
Isabelle Rose Giovinazzo
Claire Lin Shang-ji Givens
Melissa Grace Gladden
Claire Marie Glidewell
Casey Chasteen Glyn
Gabriella Leah Gonzalez
Gabriella Ann Graceffo
Tanner Jackson Greve
Sean Reilly Griffith
Emma Kathryn Griffiths
Cynthia Gu
Karen Guan
Noelle Ann Gushard
Ryan Joseph Hambley
Megan Samantha Hamilton
Jordan Jacquelyn Hardin
Allison Grace Hartman
Brittany Nicole Hatmaker
Elizabeth Ann Hawn
Trevor Thomas Heinzmann
Katharine Hannah Herron
Stefanie Milan Ho
Remington Ivana Gayle Hock
Christina M. Hoffmann
Celine Gaudreau Horner
Chenwei Hu
Austin S. Hung
Hideo Ishii-Adajar
Natalie Rose Jacks
Colton Nathaniel Jacobson
Hebah Ameena Jaffery
Emma C. Jenevein
Madeline K. Jensen
Patrick James Marr Johnson
Daniel Wade Jordan
Lawrence Patrick Keeley
Stephanie Megan Keese
Mary Caroline Kelm
Zoe Sinclair Kerr
Hussam Aldeen Mazen A. Khresat
John Alton Kibler
Emily Margaret Killinger
Annabelle Hyeeon Jeong Kim
Nicole Alexis Kiser
Sally English Koch
Carter L. Koehler
Ericka Leigh Koenigsberg
Hunter Mackenzie Kolon
Avery Claire Kout
Jordan Elizabeth Kurtz
Amanda Christine LaBell
Jesse Fran LaBelle
Andrew Michael LaGesse
Mahek Amin Lalanii
Yonnick Mitchell Land
Abigail Mary Landwehr
Patricia Gabrielle Larsen
Matthew H. Lee
Sydney Alynna Levy
Emma B. Lewis
Rachel Katherine Lewis
Caroline Rose Lidli
Roby C. Liebe
Isabella Tobias Lites
Daniel Arturo Lovelle
Brianna Marie Ludwig
Lauren Alexis Lyons
Abby Rose Maglich
Maxwell James Makin
Samuel John Makan
Mary Christine Mallory
Sydney Claire Marney
Alec Russell Mason
Alexandra Marie Massman
Hannah Nicole Massman
Evangeline Margaret Mathis
Caroline Elizabeth Matthews
Olivia Louise Matthews
Cristina J. Mauldin
Tyler Elizabeth Mayer
Cameron Hunt McConnell
Madison Ellyse McCredie
Grace Christine McKeegan
Molly Harrington McNulty
Hayden Gallatin Medart
Kayla Arianna Medile
Shenziao Mei
Lorien Rae Melnick
Mary Grace Metheny
Alison L. Mikes
Kevin Matthew Miles
Bridgette Lee Miller
Hannah Jane Miller
Cameron Montgomery
Triston Charles Morgan
Andrew Clayton Moss
Kenneth Reed Mullican
Charlotte Tara Murphy
Erin M. Navalaniec
Lexi Paige Newman
Audrey Anna Ngo
Alison Youngjoo Nichols
Corey Michelle Oboh
Margaret Harral O'Brien
K'ala Brynn O'Connell
Amanda R. Oh
Tannah Rae Oppliger
Elba O'Ward Junco
Micah Louise Oxner
Summer 2020

Candidates for Graduate Degrees with Honors

The students listed below have anticipated Latin honors based upon estimated academic information.

Thea Danae Curry-Fuson
Madison Lorene Garcia

Benjamin Stewart McCoy
Hannah Corrine Rachal

Andre Ricardo Soares Goncalves

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees with Honors

The students listed below have anticipated Latin honors based upon estimated academic information.

Natalie Catharine Adams
Jamison W. Amerine
Morgan Caldwell
Stephanie Cham
Micah Clayton Elerson
Nicolas Gregory Farmer
Alexis Rae Jones
Madelyn Rebecca Link
Matthew Reagan Manelli
Lauren Claire McCarthy

Dakota Dike Dimegwu Okwuone
Katharine Elizabeth Rygel
Joshua Henry Sylvester

Spring 2020

Degree Recipients

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Roberto Jose Andrade History
BA University of Texas, El Paso
Dissertation: Fighting to Define Lo Mexicano: Boxing in Working Class Mexican and Mexican American Culture
Adviser: Neil Foley

Tetiana Yuriyivna Bowley Molecular and Cell Biology
BS University of Wyoming
Dissertation: Determining how the Human T-cell Leukemia Virus Type-1 (HTLV-1) Latency-Maintenance Factor p30II Modulates Antioxidant-Signaling to Promote Oncogene Activation During Retroviral Carcinogenesis
Adviser: Robert L. Harrod
Caleb Matthew Bunton Chemistry
BS University of Texas, Tyler
Dissertation: I. Non-degradable Polysiloxane Networks for Controlled Release Application, and II. Additive Free, Degradable Silyl-ether Furfyl Maleimide Networks
Adviser: David Y. Son

Kyle Burton Carpenter History
BA Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
MA University of Texas, Arlington
Adviser: Neil Foley

Heng Chen Statistical Science
BS Tongji University, China
Dissertation: Sensitivity Analysis for Incomplete Data and Causal Inference
Adviser: Daniel Heitjan

Austin Everett Copeland Computational and Applied Mathematics
BS University of Texas, Austin
MA University of Mary Hardin Baylor
Dissertation: Nonlinear Optics in Twisted and Nonlocal Structures
Adviser: Alejandro Aceves

Kimberly Grace DeGrandpre Geophysics
BS Portland State University
MS University of Alaska, Fairbanks
Dissertation: Data-defined, Geophysical Models of Aleutian arc Magma Storage and Dynamics at Akutan, Semisopochnoi, and Okmok Volcanoes
Adviser: Zhong Lu

Yusuf Eshqi Molan Geophysics
BS Sahand University of Technology, Iran
MS Amirkabir University of Technology, Iran
Dissertation: Soil Moisture Contributions To InSAR Phase And Decorrelation
Adviser: Zhong Lu

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Eman Abdulrahman A. Ababtain Computer Science
BS King Saud University, Saudi Arabia
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Gestures Based CAPTCHAs: The Use of Sensor Readings to Solve CAPTCHA Challenge on Smartphones”
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Ehab Ismail Abdul Hamid Al Katib Mechanical Engineering
BSME Jordan University of Science & Technology
MSME American University of Sharjah
Dissertation: “Magnetically and Inertially Actuated Robots”
Adviser: Yildirim Hurmuzlu

Moahd Khaled S. Alghuson Civil and Environmental Engineering
BS Wilkes University
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “An Integrated Score-Based Traffic Law Enforcement and Network Management in a Connected Vehicle Environment”
Adviser: Khaled Abdelghany

Arnaollah Gogani Khiabani Mechanical Engineering
BS Tabriz University
MS Khajeh Nasir Toosi University of Technology
Adviser: Ali Heydari

Riyadh F. Halawani Civil and Environmental Engineering
BSI MSES King Abdulaziz University
Dissertation: “Spatial Distribution, Speciation, Sources, and Associated Risks of Toxic Metals in Red Sea Sediments near Jeddah, Saudi Arabia”
Adviser: Andrew Norman Quicksall

Mary Leah Friedline Religious Studies
BA Furman University
MTS Emory University
Dissertation: Pluralism as a Social Practice: A Pragmatist Approach to Engaging Diversity in Public Life
Adviser: Rebekah Miles

Afsan Ahmad Kamrudin Anthropology
BA University of North Texas
Dissertation: A Way of Life: Trauma and Resilience Among Muslim Sexual Minorities in Cape Town, South Africa
Adviser: Zoe Caroline Brettell

Geoffrey Chistrome Moore Religious Studies
BM MDV MM Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: Our Heaven Begun Below: A Contemporary Theology of Eucharistic Sacrifice in the Wesleyan Tradition
Adviser: Bruce Marshall

Lochana Kanishka Palayangoda Statistical Science
B ENGR. Moratuwa University
MS Sam Houston State University
Dissertation: Statistical Models and Analysis of Univariate and Multivariate Degradation Data
Adviser: Hon Keung Tony Ng

Sihao Wang Computational and Applied Mathematics
BS Sichuan University
Dissertation: The Boundary Element Method For Parabolic Equations and its Implementation in BEM++
Adviser: Johannes Tausch

Lu Zhang Computational and Applied Mathematics
BS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: A New Class of Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Wave Equations in Second-Order Form
Adviser: Thomas Hagstrom

Kenneth Marvin Hamilton II Civil and Environmental Engineering
BSN MSENVE Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Space-and-Depth Resolved Naturally Occurring Toxic Metals & Other Species in Bangladesh and Rwanda: Origination Determination and Exposure Evaluation”
Adviser: Andrew Norman Quicksall

Raymond Dwight Horne, Jr. Computer Science
BS MS Baylor University
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Hossein Kamalzadeh Operations Research
BS Isfahan University of Technology, Iran
MS Amirkabir University of Technology, Iran
Adviser: Michael F. Hahsler

Aline Karak Civil and Environmental Engineering
BS Rafik Hariri University, Lebanon
MS University of Balamand, Lebanon
Dissertation: “The Hybrid Vehicle-Drone Routing Problem for Pick-up and Delivery Services Mathematical Formulation and Solution Methodology”
Adviser: Khaled F. Abdelghany

Masoud Mohammadpour Mechanical Engineering
BSME Islamic Azad University, Iran
MSME Urmia University, Iran
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic
Fernando Enrique Vilas  Computer Science  
BS MBA Louisiana State University  
MA Southern Methodist University  
Adviser: David W. Matula

Matthew Zaber  Computer Science  
BS College of Charleston  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Amir Hosein Zamanian  Mechanical Engineering  
BSME Bu-Ali Sina University, Iran  
MSME Amirkabir University of Technology, Iran  
Dissertation: “Modeling and Analysis of Multi-Segmented Hydraulically Amplified Dielectric Elastomer Actuators”  
Adviser: Edmond Richer

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

Thomas William Buning  Higher Education  
BS United States Military Academy  
MBA Southern Methodist University  
MSEM Missouri University  
Dissertation: “Measure of a Leader: Key Skills and Competencies NCAA Division I Athletic Directors Attribute To Their Success”  
Adviser: Trent Ashley Tull

Gilberto A. Castillo  Higher Education  
BA MA University of Texas Pan American  
Dissertation: “An Examination of How Assessment Expectations Inform the Instruction and Assessment Practices of Faculty in a Community College”  
Adviser: Trent Ashley Tull

Lauren E. Chism  Educational Leadership, PK-12  
BS Dallas Baptist University  
MEd Texas A&M-Commerce  
Dissertation: “The Impact of Campus Leadership on Social-Emotional Learning Initiative Implementation”  
Adviser: Roxanne Baker Burleson

Emily Lyn Cobb  Higher Education  
BA MS Troy University  
Dissertation: “Conceptualization and Strategies of Academic Success Utilized by Collegiate Women Student-Athletes”  
Adviser: Sondra Nicole Barringer

Jennifer Lynn Cook  Higher Education  
BJ University of Missouri  
MSEd Indiana University  
Dissertation: “Examining the Perceived Impact of Counseling and Mental Health on College Students’ Academic Success”  
Adviser: Trent Ashley Tull

LaDonna Monson Gulley  Educational Leadership, PK-12  
BA M.Ed. Southern A&M University  
Dissertation: “What White Teachers Do Right in Public Schools: The Instructional Strategies and Affective Behaviors that Influence African American and Hispanic Males to the High School Diploma and Beyond”  
Adviser: Frank Hernandez

Nazia Ahmed Hossain  Higher Education  
BS University of Texas, Dallas  
MS in Counseling, Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Parent Impact on College Preparation for First-Generation Students”  
Adviser: Trent Ashley Tull

Christianne N. Rohan  Higher Education  
BS University of Idaho  
MS Portland State University  
Dissertation: “How State-Level Performance-Based Funding Policies Affect Student Services Departments”  
Adviser: Denisa Gandara

Emily Treckell Sharma  Higher Education  
BA BBA Southern Methodist University  
MEd Texas A&M University-Commerce  
Dissertation: “Predicting First-Year Academic Success and Support Needs of International ESL Students: A Case Study”  
Adviser: Trent Ashley Tull

Matthew Sipes  Educational Leadership, PK-12  
BS Carson Newman College  
MEd Texas A&M University-Commerce  
Dissertation: “Beyond the why: How a teacher’s identity impacts the relationships they form with students”  
Adviser: Frank Hernandez

Nicole Nero Sonaike  Higher Education  
BSBA, Auburn University  
MBA Auburn University, Montgomery  
Dissertation: “Nice To Meet You, But I’m Going to Go Sit In This Corner.” Black Business Student Perspectives on Networking at Private PWIs  
Adviser: Denisa Gandara

Brandy E. West  Educational Leadership, PK-12  
BS Texas Woman’s University  
MEd Concordia University  
Dissertation: “Addressing Barriers of Response to Intervention: Teacher Perceptions and Teacher Training”  
Adviser: Akihito Kamata

Essence Peasant Smith  Higher Education  
BA University of Alabama  
MEd University of South Alabama  
Dissertation: “Preparing Medical Students for Practice: A Qualitative Study on Student Perceptions of Curriculum”  
Adviser: Trent Ashley Tull

Gina Weber  
BA MPA Northern Illinois University  
Dissertation: “Latinx Theater – Updating Cultural Diversity in the U.S. to Create New Models of Engagement”  
Advisers: Maria del Pilar Melgarejo, Lorenzo Garcia

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LIBERAL STUDIES

Brenda Robyn Short  
BS Auburn University  
MLA MA in Dispute Resolution Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Developing and Sustaining Organizational Systems That Honor the Dignity Needs of Stakeholders”  
Advisers: David Deggs, Jennifer Parvin
IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PASTORAL MUSIC

Kevin Allan Turner

DEGREE OF MASTER OF DIVINITY

Scott William Barnes  Nerissa Grigsby  Macie Alexandria Liptoi
Anna Nicole Bundy  Lynzey Journae’ Guidry  Nicholas Jerome McRae
Jerry Lee Butler  Gina Rachell Hahn  Paul Robert McIver
James Calvert  Beate Jane Hall  Thomas Keith Mitchell
Cori Raylene Clevenger  Kathy Denise Hines  Andrew Ray Nelson
Katie Marie Eichler  Zachary David Hughes  Kristina Rose Roth
Todd Mitchell Fee  Jeremiah Maurice Johns  Kaylea Ann Van Wettering
Edward Craig Gabrielsen  Stephen Jensen Lashley  Joyce Lee Vanderlip

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SACRED MUSIC

Sarah Bilaye-Benibo  Richard Malcolm Walsh

DEGREE OF MASTER OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES

Richard Anastasi  Ellen Chimowa  Weston L. Combs

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN MINISTRY

Emily Clark  Cornelius Jammer III  Cheryl Lynn Roseborough
Sidney James Earnheart  Pres Ida Pimentel

DEGREE OF MASTER OF THEOLOGY

Sumesh Jacob  Frederick Gyamfi Mensah  Wesley Vernon Wease

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF THE SCIENCE OF LAW

Norarit Sudsanguan  *Nawzad Mirali Yasin

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LAWS

Comparative & International Law

Gurdarshan Singh Chhatwal  Carmella Leal  Mingqing Tang
Kassandra Cordova Salcido  Isabella Mochia  Rebecca Viktoria Tasel
Tina Ehrenzeller  Mutunda Kalaluka Osafo  Xiran Yan
Pedro Pablo Garcia Perez  Jihye Park  Xun Zhang
Osama Zahy Hafsa, Jr.  Felipe Peixoto Andrade  Jie Zhou
Xue Han  Isabella Pozza Silva
Dawn Jos  Catherine Rebecca Jane Pratt

Law

Sam Shark

Taxation

Amber Hope Baker  Gregory Eric Martin  Jarred Lee Salinas
Sam Hamid Bavafa  William Patrick Norwood  Brandon Ellis Watson-Collins
Dava Almina Greenberg-Spindler  Antonio Edmundo Rodriguez

DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR

Daniel R. Alexander  Blair Kendall Beene  Danielle Patrice Canfield
Daniel Alonso Alvarado  Tillsley Kathleen Benson  Parker S. Carnahan
Emily Corina Anderson  Madison Anne Bertrand  Stephen Bentley Chance
Stephen John Antalis  Huntington Edward Barton Biggers  James T. Chiles
Alexander Julian Atwood  Matthew Daniel Bone  Pearl Yena Choi
Briana Danielle August  Courtney N. Britten  Derek Christensen
Angela Avila  Hayden H. Brown  Elizabeth Da-In Chung
Parisa Jeanne-marie Azalli  Jordan R. Brownlow  Dylan P. Clancy
Madeleine Ann Ballard  Sasha Mahmood Butt  Seth Charles Cleary
Brenda Balli  Claire Ellen Cahoon  Caitlyn Olivia Coil
Daniella Adriana Barrera  Thomas S. Campbell  Jesse A. Copeland

* degree awarded posthumously
In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Master of Arts

Nicolette Edwards Anthropology
William Anthony Giovinazzo III Molecular and Cell Biology
Benjamin Ryan Jacobs Applied Economics
Sardar Adam Kamal Applied Economics
Spencer Francis Xavier Lambert Anthropology

Meghan Dezzrae Lowrey Anthropology
Austin Joseph Miller History
Carlos Nathan Nava History


Hashim A. Raja Molecular and Cell Biology
Sarabeth Rose Rambold History
Brad John Swanson Applied Economics
**Degree of Master of Science**

Sara Rebecca Burton Cavey  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Jiarui Chen  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Yifan Ding  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Won Ha R Gonzalez  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Eric Emmanuel Guzman  
Physics

Kasi LaDawn Holcomb-Webb  
Molecular and Cell Biology

Thesis: In vitro Reversal and Characterization of Multidrug Resistance in Human Cancer Cells

Grey Leonard  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Xuechen Li  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Shen Lin  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Lizuo Liu  
Computational and Applied Mathematics

Sarah Elizabeth Luckey  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Wenqisi Pan  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Ishwita Saikia  
Physics

Steven Walton  
Computational and Applied Mathematics

Zekai Wang  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Yikun Wu  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Yingnan Xu  
Physics

Ruolin Zhang  
Computational and Applied Mathematics

Yifu Zhang  
Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Tianyi Zheng  
Computational and Applied Mathematics

**Degree of Master of Science in Applied Economics and Predictive Analytics**

Siyi Wang

Chuandong Yang

Mingzi Ye

**Certificate in Women’s and Gender Studies**

Mary Leah Friedline

**In Meadows School of the Arts**

**Degree of Master of Arts**

Kristyn Pepper Baker  
Advertising

Betty Belay  
Arts Management

Meghan Anne Covert  
Advertising

Charlotte Trippie Cutts  
Advertising

Xena Ferne Plaut Fitzgerald  
Art History

Thesis: “Painting and Performing the Past: Representation of a Historical Marriage in Eighteenth-Century Peru”

Alexander W. Gurasich  
Advertising

Reilly Christine Horsak  
Advertising

Kyra Elizabeth McGuirk  
Arts Management

Peyton Key Meersman  
Advertising

Adrian N. Ogas  
Art History

Thesis: “International Resonance in the Artwork and Writing of Jiro Takamatsu”

Nianyu Ouyang  
Arts Management

Valerie Lucille Pizzato  
Arts Management

April Riddle  
Art History

Thesis: “The Exchange Happens Here: Net Art’s Alternative Currencies”

Samantha Claire Schwendeman  
Arts Management

Keyu Sun  
Arts Management

**Degree of Master of Fine Arts**

Jeliannys Michelle Acevedo  
Theatre

Nathalie Victoria Alfonso  
Art

Elizabeth Nicole Betzen  
Art

Clara Elle Bryant  
Art

John Aaron Campbell  
Theatre

Rose Willows Cobey  
Theatre

Leah Rae Flook  
Art

Brandon Travis Irato  
Theatre

Yvonne Leeynnice Johnson  
Theatre

Sydney Lo  
Theatre

Brandon Garrett McGahey  
Theatre

Deanna Ott  
Theatre

Neil Martin Redfield  
Theatre

Galen Sho Sato  
Theatre

Molly Glyncora Searcy  
Theatre

Briana Lyn Tobin  
Theatre

Philip Augusto Vilar  
Theatre

**Degree of Master of Music**

Ryan Paul Albert  
Music Education

Kahoru Amano  
Piano Performance & Pedagogy

Ivy Louise Carpenter  
Oboe Performance

Victor Diaz Hurtado  
Piano Performance

Jacob Zane Dickerson  
Music Composition

Thesis: “Nausca”

Clare Marie Dillahunty  
Voice Performance

Gregory John Eckhardt  
Musicology

Project: “Rolling in the Modern: The Mahler-Roller Productions of the Vienna Court Opera House (Historical Essay and Syllabus)”

Kristine Lynn Gleason  
Music Education

Patricio Andrés Gutiérrez Viehla  
Cello Performance

Shina Heo  
Organ Performance

Logan Magdalene Herod  
Music Education

Kaitlyn Paige Kerstetter  
Percussion Performance

Amanda Kosi  
Voice Performance

Christopher James Luebke-Brown  
Trumpet Performance

Caroline Elise Power  
Piano Performance & Pedagogy

Owen Phillip Reid  
Organ Performance

Oscar Rendon  
Viola Performance

Maria Laura Rincón Hernandez  
Piano Performance & Pedagogy

Matthew Michael Schaul  
Music Education

Yoon Ji Seo  
Piano Performance & Pedagogy

Thesis: “Nausca”

Katherine Sharise Spellmon  
Voice Performance

Rebecca Ruth Thompson  
Music Education

Timothy Robert Wight  
Trombone Performance

Dean Hardin Willis  
Choral Conducting

**Degree of Performer’s Diploma**

George Louis Alberti III  
Tuba Performance

Christopher James Arcy  
Double Bass Performance

Christine Marie Binzel  
Violin Performance

Julia Annalise Brandenburg  
Violin Performance

Hsun Chen  
Cello Performance

Matthew Robert Corcoran  
Voice Performance

Teresa Alicja Grynia  
Violin Performance

Iwazi Percevere Hlati  
Voice Performance

Sebastian Krzysztof Kozub  
Cello Performance

Sunhwa Sophia Lee  
Flute Performance

Mengjing Li  
Violin Performance

Proper Mpumelelo Makhanya  
Voice Performance

Celeste Laura Markey  
Clarinet Performance

Tshilidzi Ndou  
Voice Performance

Yibing Zhang  
Piano Performance
IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Cameron E. Adams Finance; Real Estate
Adekunle Thomas Adetomiwa, Jr. Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Madeline Clare Adler Business Analytics
Anthony Ramon Aguininga General Business
Ahltsham Ahmad Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Shahbaz Ahmed General Business
Trenton Ross Alexander General Business
Freddy Linardo Alvino Huere Business Analytics; Information and Operations
Raynelle Tasia Anuwah Finance
Mark Lawrence Avioli Finance
Zain Ahmed Battla Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Mayra Alejandra Becerra-Herrada Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Betty Belay General Business
Raghav Bhasin Business Analytics; Supply Chain and Operations Management
William Bradford Binning Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Dylan Shea Birch General Business
Lewis Leo Bird IV Finance
Alexandra Lynn Bjorndal Finance; Real Estate
Jason Alan Blackstone General Business
Spencer Michael Blevens Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Meradith Rhea Branner General Business
Mitchell Joseph Brown Finance
Terry Keith Brown Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Shauna Denise Buck General Business
Joshua Thomas Bucklew General Business
Anthony V. Burkhardt General Business
Halley Elizabeth Burnett Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Rhett Aaron Butler General Business
Nelson R. Camacho General Business
Coleman Clay Carter Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Satyaprasad Chakravarty General Business
Sanket Singh Chauhan General Business
Alan John Chen General Business
Elizabeth Frederick Chow Management
Wesley Wilson Clingman Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Patrick Joseph Conner Finance; Real Estate
Claire Nicole Cooley Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Layton Jacob Cox Marketing
Robert William Crawford General Business
Michael John Creme Finance
Charles Bradley Cummings General Business
Brandy Whitt Dalton Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kenzi Dao Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kelsey Layne Daugherty Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jess Carson Dickie V Real Estate
Jennifer Elizabeth Doran General Business
Hannah Jordan Douglass Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Daren Andrew Dunkel General Business
Kari Lynn English General Business
Maria de la Luz Espinoza Finance
Victor Nicolas Farah General Business
Matthew Robert Feiring Finance; Real Estate
Ken Lincoln Fellingham General Business
Jonathan Thomas Ferris Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Matthew Lawrence Fetter General Business
Nicole Ann Fillinger Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Eric Hicks Francis General Business
Kendall K. Furst Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Daniel Gregory Gabel General Business
Neha Patel Gaitonde General Business
Bryan Gary Gammon Finance
James William Garrett General Business
Meredith Alyssa Gerlach Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Charles Ryan Gibson General Business
William McCalloch Gilbert Finance
Bailey Nicole Gill Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Tori Jalexis Gillum Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Reagan Harrison Ginther Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Timothy Joseph Glancy Finance; Real Estate
William Harris Golden Marketing
Louisa Fleming Gomez Finance; Real Estate
Mario Alejandro Gonzalez Business Analytics; Finance
Phillip Wister Green General Business
David Rafael Guadalupe Huaman Business Analytics; Supply Chain and Operations Management
James Robert Guleke Finance
Arturo Gutierrez Magana Business Analytics; Finance
Mason Michael Hamlett General Business
John Thomas Hardesty General Business
Kristine Suzanne Hardesty General Business
Kristian Lee Havard General Business
Christian Hembree Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Whitney Henry General Business
Darron Charod Henson Marketing
Robert Keith Dexheimer Hillyard Real Estate
Tyler Brandon Hirtzel Real Estate
Lauren Alexander Hogan Real Estate
Julia B. Homier Marketing
Brian D. Huard General Business
Patrick George Humes Finance
Jinman Hwang Finance
Ricardo Isais, Jr. General Business
Sameer Jejurikar General Business
Benjamin Charles Jonson Finance
Veronika Erin Joy Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kaitlin Marie Kane Real Estate
Nikhil Kanhere Business Analytics
Carl Vincent Karnes, Jr. Finance
Fakhra Khan Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Sidney Alexander Kincke Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Benjamin G. Kirby Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Lilly Akaruna Konda Information and Operations
Carolyn S. Ku Finance
Olaf Christian Kählert General Business
Joseph Lawrence LaManna IV Finance
Kamsuth Jeff Lam General Business
Arun Balu Lammata Finance; Real Estate; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Fernando Lara Finance
Brian Wade Lawrence General Business
Gerard George Lebar, Jr. Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Ji Eun Lee General Business
Jeffrey Robert Liles General Business
Cheng Chang Lin Business Analytics
Luis Esteban Linan General Business
Taylor Nicole Little Marketing
Travis B. Little Finance
Shuai Liu Business Analytics
Xingbo Liu Business Analytics; Finance
John Clark Long V Management; Marketing
Konnor James Malott Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jane Alexandra Manvelova Finance; Real Estate; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Krishna Murthy Marakabandu General Business
Rosendo Martinez Marketing
Camille Lexa Mavelian General Business
Devin Christopher McCarthy General Business
Alan Bruce McClung General Business
Brian Ray McCutcheon General Business
Brandon James McElroy Management; Marketing
Kyra Elizabeth McGuirk Management
Ryan Meade Finance
Kristin Michelle Meeks Marketing
William Addison Melton Marketing
Mark V. Mentesana Finance; Real Estate
Scott Alexander Menzel Finance; Real Estate
Mattie Jesse Merriman Finance
William Aldrich Meyers Finance
Michael Gordon Miller Finance; Real Estate
Yasmeen Sami Mohamed Management
Jeffrey Lee Molnar Management; Supply Chain and Operations Management
William Trevor Moore Business Analytics; Marketing
Susan Hunter Morales General Business
Robert Alan Morris General Business
Noorain Fatima Mouliy Supply Chain and Operations Management
Madison Nicole Mucci-Ferris General Business
Claire Elayne Mueller Finance; Real Estate
Vithal Lachman Nainani Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Joshua Paul Nelson General Business
Vijay K. Netaji General Business
Lillie Elizabeth Noe Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jorge Alejandro Nogueras Finance; Real Estate
Carlos Ofosu General Business
Brent David Ohlsen General Business
Lucas B. Ohnmeis General Business
Taylor Elizabeth Olind Marketing
Abimbola Oloko Finance
Alisa Kate Oppliger General Business
Bernadette Orona Finance
Nianyu Ouyang Management
Anthony Vincent Palatella Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Yang Pan General Business
Ahmad Abu Salem
Isra Samih Alnatour
Muhammad Ahmed Aman
Abdessamad Aqdim
Xinhe Bao
Serena Annemarie Bastian
Brian Dean Bates
Hannah Lauren Belsinger
Kaleigh Ann Borge
Amanda Sue Buckholt
Brian William Cabello
Nicole Anne Carr
Xu Chang
Laura Carolyn Chen
Yen Jung Chen
Yuanxuan Chen
Yifan Chen
Zhiwei Cheng
Alejandra Lorena Coto Castro
Corey Jeffery Crenshaw
Jingyuan Cui
Chaoqiong Dai
Kumar Sundaram Das
Ziheng Ding
Liting Dong
Zachary Glen Dorflinger
Nameet Nitin Dutia
Balaji Ekiri Vaidyanathan Raman
Emily Anne Fogg
James William Glew
Christopher James Graham
Xiangyi Gu
Jingnan Li
Ye Liang
Yanning Li
Yifan Cheng
Zhiwei Cheng
Xinhe Bao
Serena Annemarie Bastian
Brian Dean Bates
Hannah Lauren Belsinger
Kaleigh Ann Borge
Amanda Sue Buckholt
Brian William Cabello
Nicole Anne Carr
Xu Chang
Laura Carolyn Chen
Yen Jung Chen
Yuanxuan Chen
Yifan Chen
Zhiwei Cheng
Alejandra Lorena Coto Castro
Corey Jeffery Crenshaw
Jingyuan Cui
Chaoqiong Dai
Kumar Sundaram Das
Ziheng Ding
Liting Dong
Zachary Glen Dorflinger
Nameet Nitin Dutia
Balaji Ekiri Vaidyanathan Raman
Emily Anne Fogg
James William Glew
Christopher James Graham
Xiangyi Gu
Jingnan Li
Ye Liang
Yanning Li
Yifan Cheng
Zhiwei Cheng

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

James Alanis Design and Innovation
Tina Marie Barton Design and Innovation
Kendall Callin Bradley Sustainability and Development
Kevin Pakamiaiaca Davis Sustainability and Development

Christian Lawrence Grandorf Manufacturing Systems Management
Casey Grubb Manufacturing Systems Management
Zeqi Guo Computer Science
Neeraj Gusain Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Zachary Alan Haley Manufacturing Systems Management
Randeepr Singh Hanspal Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Phillip Drew Harris Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Sanket Rajendra Hatamkar Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Sylvia Horta Manufacturing Systems Management
Meixi Huo Computer Science
Chad Richard Hurlbut Manufacturing Systems Management
Brian Patrick Hurley Datacenter Systems Engineering
Steven Michael Johnson Security Engineering
Trevor Jones Manufacturing Systems Management
Sai Sakt Jupudi Computer Science
Shrikar Pravin Kamble Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Mark Alexander Killen Manufacturing Systems Management
Priyesh Vinal Kotak Telecommunications and Network Engineering
William Jackson Byrne Lacey Computer Science
Savannah Irene Lewis Manufacturing Systems Management
Jianmin Li Computer Science
Zhengxian Li Computer Science
Jinyang Liu Computer Science
Clifford Brian Lore Manufacturing Systems Management
Robert A Maldonado Sistos Operations Research
Saurabh Mandloi Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Alexis Messenger Systems Engineering
Katalin Camille Minnerly Manufacturing Systems Management
Prathmesh Vijay Mirakar Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Yash Ketan Kumar Mistry Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Erika Murillo Systems Engineering
Anthony Robert Myers Software Engineering
Omkar Anil Kumar Nalawade Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Weichi Ni Computer Science
Shrey Paresh Nishar Telecommunications and Network Engineering
 Ganesh Vayre Noel Manufacturing Systems Management
Venkata Sai Theja Nuchu Computer Science
Arnaldo Ocasio Telecommunications and Network Engineering

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Jamal Ali Abdi Systems Engineering
Sunjoli Aggarwal Computer Science
Javier Andrés Aldape Romero Operations Research
Shafrak Saleh Aldhuwaihi Systems Engineering
Anthony Allmon Datacenter Systems Engineering
Andrew Almanza Manufacturing Systems Management
Abdulmalik Saleh A. Alquwayhis Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Srushit Mahendra Ambedkar Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Mainesh Kantibhai Antiya Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Cody Dean Arnow Manufacturing Systems Management
Johnathan Austin Barr Computer Science
Rabin Bastola Systems Engineering
David Earl Battle Systems Engineering
Connor Nicholas Beck Systems Engineering
Aneek Bera Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Aishwarya Ganesh Bhogade Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Jaber Bin Abdul Aziz Security Engineering
Sai Pranav Biradavolu Telecommunications and Network Engineering
David Richards Brauchler III Security Engineering
Antonio Junior Alves Caiado Security Engineering
Rachel Cepero Manufacturing Systems Management
Jonathan Victor Chaidez Systems Engineering
Jonathan David Chang Security Engineering
Snehal Narayan Chorge Telecommunications and Network Engineering
David Haynes Coleman Manufacturing Systems Management
Armando Miguel Contreras Systems Engineering
Chenming Cui Computer Science
Rohit Baswaraj Dadapure Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Tanisha Daniels Manufacturing Systems Management
Aarvi Jigneshkumar Desai Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Nehal Rajnish Desai Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Mahesh Kumar Dua Computer Science
Ziling Feng Datacenter Systems Engineering
Quindamone Flagg Systems Engineering
Abhilash Rajendra Galgali Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Abhishek Vijaykumar Gangula Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Rodney Garcia Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Siddhika Pravin Ghaisas Computer Science
Margaret Emily Graham Operations Research

Victoria Sun Design and Innovation
Cole Harrison Suttle Design and Innovation
Priscila Trevino Alanis Sustainability and Development

Maryssa Ann Ossowski Manufacturing Systems Management
Zhengxuan Ouyang Computer Science
Vishal Santosh Patil Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Ashley Lauren Peterson Manufacturing Systems Management
Natasha Maria Pigg Manufacturing Systems Management
Siddharth Prakash Pujari Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Xingming Qu Computer Science
Aparajita P. Ray Security Engineering
Matthew James Rohlff Manufacturing Systems Management
Jasmine Nathalie Roldan Systems Engineering
Jairo Jose Romero Manufacturing Systems Management
Sarah Emmaline Ruiz Manufacturing Systems Management
Hardik Shailesh Sagar Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Sejal Sandeep Sali Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Nimish Parag Salunke Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Stephanie Howe Shaffer Manufacturing Systems Management
Chaitanya Shamsukha Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Elena E. Sharp Security Engineering
Anurag Shukla Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Corey Allen Singer Manufacturing Systems Management
Drishya Sivadasan Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Prabhu Somasekar Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Michael Bryan Stoddard Systems Engineering
Mingzhe Sun Computer Science
Yuqing Sun Computer Science
Avinash Kashinath Suryave Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Brandon Scott Talbott Manufacturing Systems Management
Shantanu Bhagwan Thakur Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Stewart Landon Thomas Manufacturing Systems Management
Jason Ryan Tiggles Systems Engineering
Mahesh Kumar Vemula Operations Research
Reniel Viel Herrera Systems Engineering
Misty Ra’Dawn Wagner Manufacturing Systems Management
Jiawei Wang Computer Science
Qixuan Wang Computer Science
Yaoyu Wang Computer Science
Zhendi Wang Computer Science
Robert P. Warren  Systems Engineering
John Taylor Whigham  Manufacturing Systems Management
Morgan Janelle Wilson  Systems Engineering
Zhongling Wu  Computer Science
Kaichen Xiao  Computer Science

Kuang Yan  Computer Science
Boyin Yang  Computer Science
Wen Yang  Datacenter Systems Engineering
Xinquan Ye  Computer Science
Valerie Youseey  Manufacturing Systems Management

Bolong Zhang  Computer Science
Weiyi Zhang  Computer Science
Yiqi Zhang  Computer Science
Yuchao Zhang  Computer Science
Zhengwen Zhang  Computer Science
Yangzhou Zhou  Computer Science

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Hamoud Abdulrahem H. Alzahrani  Holly Ruth Pitts
Robert Keith Dexheimer Hillyard  Erin Semple
Ataollah Nateghi  Long Zhang

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Wesley Layton Ellington
Thesis: “Pre-Synthesis Threat Analysis of RTL Hardware Designs”

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Haoyu Li  Ge Tian
Xiang Li  Ye Tian
Yue Li  John Michael Wensowitch
Richa Swarup Mahajan  Qingyang Wu

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Alexandra Rose Amoyo  Rachael Elizabeth Guerriere
Mauricio Cardenas Lopez  Alfonso Hidrgo
Derek Kyle Carrington  Robert John Hogan
Samuel Colton Cornwell  Mason Bonner Intlekofer
Edgar Dominguez  Neeraj Rajesh Jangid
Lloyd Benton Douglas  Romeo Neil Judeh
Andrea Fernandez Jacks  Isabela Natalia Lacayo Wallace
Juan Patricio Galindo Rangel  Ana Priscila Leon Guadiana
Roberto Adrian Garza Diaz  David Andrew Lucia
Amir Maged Gerges  Allison Jeanette Munford Malugani
Katherine Irene Green  Zachary Parker McCalmont

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Entrepreneurship

Michael Wayne Balistreri

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Ding Ding  Reem Abdulhamik N. Mahrous
Emily Elizabeth Elson  Danielle Kasenia Tatro
Xue Han  Daniel Ricardo Vásquez Gómez
Geng Huang  Jiwei Wang

Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering Management

Qinyu Chen

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Wynn Hamlett Cary  Jacob David Stieb
Ophele Mathilde Herve  Christopher Adam Stuchly
Shiqi Jia  Tianshu Zhao

Mohammadreza Zharfa
Thesis: “Critical Point Identification In 3d Velocity Fields”
Huan Zhou

In Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Supritha Arsikere  Seth Kwame Nasser
Latonya Denise Garcia  Dara Rossi
Karynn Nichole Lugo  Anja Luisie Taylor
Todd L. Wright

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Vianey Lemu Martinez  Jennifer Trejo

Degree of Master of Education
Danielle Nicole Alexander Educational Leadership
Alba Celene Alonso Educational Leadership
Rocio Eunice Ayala
Timothy Brett Baker Educational Leadership
Norma Isabel Barragán Educational Leadership
Monica Farcia Battison Educational Leadership
Jeffrey William Beneski
Amanda Binford
Eleanor Jane Bowers
Kayla Boyer Educational Leadership
Keyan Nakia Walker Brady
Faith Gabrielle Brewer Educational Leadership
Katelyn Brown
Ashley Nicole Cadle
Marianna Caldera Educational Leadership
John Celestin Educational Leadership
Jay Chung
Ivelisse Colon-Moya Educational Leadership
Catherine Clark Condon
Kristen Lynne Connolly Educational Leadership
Reneika-Courtney Currie Educational Leadership
Lucinda Darnell
Theresa Gail Dolder Educational Leadership
Gretchen I. Dominguez Prieto Educational Leadership
Connie Lee Dorosky
James Dykes
Samuel Colby Eppler
Gabrielle Ervin Educational Leadership
Alyssa Ewers
Margaret Frank
Fatima Garcia Educational Leadership
Jessica Angel Garcia
Priscilla Jayne Garcia Educational Leadership
Yvette Cantu Garcia Educational Leadership
Sarah Gee
Veronica Gibson
Rodney Gilbert
Pablo Gonzales
Alejandra Shima Gonzalez
Cynthia Maria Gudiel Educational Leadership
Sonja Lane Henry Educational Leadership
Luisa Marlene Hernandez Educational Leadership
Jeremy Spencer Jackman Educational Leadership
Alix Emerson Jamison Educational Leadership
Brittany Kathryn Johnson
Dante Lamar Johnson Educational Leadership
Joshua Dumas Johnson Educational Leadership
Aaron Joseph Educational Leadership
Rubidia Jove Educational Leadership
Brian Kane
Ariel Kattan
Sonam Ketan Keshav
Zainab Sharmeen Khan
Zachary Alexander Knott Special Education
Elise Marsala Kyes
Erin Michelle Laizerovich
Kendra Diane Langley Educational Leadership
Milla Hafizah Lubis
Brook Amsler Luk
Madeline Lauren Lynn
Mellissa Martinez
Eric Martinez Cornejo
Christian Alejandro Martinez-Canchola Educational Leadership
Grace Caitlin McClure
Samanta Thi McElreath Educational Leadership
Tiffany McGill Educational Leadership
Candrea McMillan
David Michael Mendez
Daniela Mendoza Educational Leadership
India Miles Educational Leadership
Maxwell James Miller Educational Leadership
Katherine Mockler Educational Leadership
Emily Diane Moring
Michael Josiah Edwards
Jocelyne Flores
Ashraf Motiwala
Chamberlain Oguchi
Kaci Leigh Wright
Lisette L. Vanhaecke
Richard Anthony Vargas
Chelsie Taylor Stevens
Nicole Leonetta Williams
Merceda Jo Winder
Samantha Hoover
Ali Rahman
Ousamah Mohammad Farra
Jacob Myers
Joseph Francis Popovich, Jr.

THE GUILDHALL AT SMU, LINDA AND MITCH HART eCENTER

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies
Natasha Holmark Andersen
Gabrielle Ervin Educational Leadership
Alyssa Ewers
Margaret Frank
Fatima Garcia Educational Leadership
Jessica Angel Garcia
Priscilla Jayne Garcia Educational Leadership
Yvette Cantu Garcia Educational Leadership
Sarah Gee
Veronica Gibson

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling
Samantha Hoover
Chelsie Taylor Stevens
Natalie Alexandra Beavers
Kristin Elizabeth Corr
Rana Osman Duwaji
Merceda Jo Winder

Degree of Master of Science in Sport Management
Ousamah Mohammad Farra
Jacob Myers
Joseph Francis Popovich, Jr.

Certificate in Digital Game Development
Colin Daniel Bektay Specialization in Software Development
Benjamin Andrew Cahill Specialization in Software Development
Nicholas Ray Carter Specialization in Level Design
Lamesha Shanaya Coley Specialization in Art Creation
Julia Corsi Specialization in Art Creation
Jennifer Cummings Specialization in Art
Cade Samuel Curry Specialization in Level Design
Maizie Jean Desmarais Specialization in Art Creation
Daniel Patrick Durio Specialization in Software Development
Lane Wesley Engelberg Specialization in Level Design
Andrew Richard Graves Specialization in Level Design
Jonathan Riley Greenberger Specialization in Software Development
Samuel David Harry Specialization in Art Creation
Ryan Audelio Higgins Specialization in Level Design
Teryn Alexander Kennedy Specialization in Art Creation
Christopher D. Kim Specialization in Level Design
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Lawrence Jacob Klinkert Specialization in Software Development
Yuju Li Specialization in Level Design
Marylen Vytingo Medina Specialization in Level Design
Zhefan Mei Specialization in Level Design
Austin Matthew Merritt Specialization in Level Design
Thomas Mouchawar Specialization in Art Creation
Hector Ogando Specialization in Art Creation

Yuji Li Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Using Dynamics to Guide the Player”
Marylen Vytingo Medina Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Creating Tension Curves with Lighting and Color”
Zhefan Mei Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Balance Asymmetric Multiplayer Map with Chokepoint & Sightline”
Austin Matthew Merritt Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Using Perk Choice to Personalize RPG Content”
Jason Pavi Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Interactive UI Design for VR”
Proney Peddiraju Digital Game Development - Software Development
James Letzianio Pickett Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Designing a Multiplayer Map in Unreal Tournament with Dynamic Elements”
Nathan A. Rohrer Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Making Backtracking More Meaningful”
Taylor Olivia Roseberry Digital Game Development - Level Design
Alaethea Garrison Stubber Digital Game Development - Production
Thesis: “Diagnostics Weak Elements of Video Game Development Team’s Culture with Postmortems”

Richard Ferdinand Toussaint III Specialization in Level Design
Quest Washington Specialization in Level Design
Chen Chi Yang Specialization in Art Creation
Tianmou Zhang Specialization in Level Design
Zhiwei Zhao Specialization in Software Development
Shitao Zhou Specialization in Software Development

Zhiyu Sun Specialization in Art Creation

Helen Tang Digital Game Development - Production
Thesis: “‘We Esports Now’? Defining Perceived Cultural Differences Between the Fighting Games Community and Other Esports Communities”
Yi Tao Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Costume Design and Facial Rigging”

Jason Weston Wong Digital Game Development - Production

In Research and Graduate Studies

Tanvi Arora
Steven L. Bramhall
Rajat Chandra
Kevin Chang
Swee Kyin Chew
Brian Coari
Ché K. Cobb
Steven Cocke
Stacy Morgan Hartgraves Conant
Daniel R. Davieau
Carson Drake
Anne Francomano
Zackary Gill
Johnny Luanda Gipson
Christopher Carter Graves

Andrew Montayne Heroy
Hayley Charba Horn
Chaoshun Hu
Lei Jiang
John David Josephs
Mahesh Kulkani
Michael Brent Landrum
Gregory Allen Lazenby
Lisa Leininger
Paola Scene Leon Castaneda
Alec Lepe
Meredith Ludlow
Casiano Martinez
Stephen Matthew Merritt
Satish Babu Mulpore Saravana Bhava

Kito Patterson
Ryan Quincy Paul
Anand Rajan
Kristen McGrary Rollins
Mustafa Abbasbhai Sakarwala
Jan Joseph Shook
Ramesh Simhambhatla
Samantha Kameleonalani Sprague
Tej Tenmattam
Michael Tieu
Vanessa Torres
Benjamin Paul Wilke
Andrew Louis Wilkins
Joshua Yi
IN DEPARTMENT COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dallas Catherine Adams Psychology
Katherine Virginia Adams Spanish
Parker Daniel Adams Political Science; Public Policy
Annika M. Aguirre International Studies; Markets and Culture
Aisha Ahmed Biological Sciences; History
Oscar Pedro Alegria Economics
Mary Caroline Alford German
Lauren Allen Markets and Culture
Mary Valentine Apple Religious Studies
Sophie Faith Arkusinski Human Rights
Jonathan Roger Arnold Philosophy
Amber Aslam Markets and Culture
Christopher Farrell Fogg Aulet Economics
Ishani Awasthi English
Milan Mandaric Baldini Economics
Thomas Otis Ballard Economics
Tova Ann Barden English
Faith Louise Barnes Religious Studies
Dylan Raymond Beams Psychology
Jacob Avery Becker Economics
Taylor L. Benson Spanish
Devin Grace Berge Psychology
Amelia Fairbairn Bermingham Spanish
John Hartley Berry Environmental Studies
Rama Bhat Psychology
Jacqueline Marie Biel Human Rights; Political Science
Sarah Jessica Bilton Political Science; Psychology
Marwah Hisham S. Bin Aqeel Human Rights; Psychology
Amanda Michelle Bishop French
Alexandra Ross Blevins English
Caroline Reese Bobo Political Science
Kristina Sophia Boshardt Economics
Ryan David Brazner Political Science
Berkeley Breaux English
Alexandrya Nicole Broadmax Economics
Peyton Ruth Brophy Psychology
Michael Gerard Bruley Economics
Blake Anthony Buckley Psychology
Julia Anne Buckley Psychology
Julia Marie Bugos Health and Society
Rachel Lane Bungarner Anthropology
Helena Elizabeth Dillon Burns Political Science
Melissa Calderon History; International Studies
Emily Rose Calomino History; Political Science; Psychology
Alicia Marie Cantu Economics
Brady John Carlson Chemistry
Timothy M. Carr Economics
Adele Elizabeth Carter World Languages - Spanish
Michaele Theresa Cassidenti French
Marvin W. Castillo International Studies
Diana Gayla Cates International Studies
Claire Fisher Catlin Political Science
Nivaldo Lutyma Ferreira De Ceita Public Policy
Claire Elizabeth Chase Political Science
Sinian Chen French Studies
Sihan Chen Economics
Hanuel Chon Biological Sciences; Religious Studies
Nathan Dante Ciatti Public Policy
Colton Charles Ciaravara Psychology
Patrick Joseph Cinelli Spanish
Madison Catherine Clevis Spanish
James S. Clifford Public Policy
Henry Sparks Cohen Political Science
Courtney Lee Conner Political Science
Margaret Elizabeth Cook Allen Philosophy; Political Science
Hannah Lynn Costley English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Gabriela Sarah Crespo Economics
Elizabeth Seton Cunniffe Psychology
Behrooz Ghafoori Daemi Economics
Praise B. Davidson Psychology
Susana de la Guardia Arosemena Markets and Culture
Bradley D. DeVine Biological Sciences; Chemistry
Andrea L. Del Angel French Studies
Halaeta Z. Denis Sociology
Victoria Abrielle Dickson Psychology
Madeline Sophia Dixon English; History
Steven Tyler Donaldson Public Policy
Cristina E. Donadio International Studies
Laura Elaine Dreizvi Public Policy
Eugenie Pilar Dubay Political Science
Carson Dudick History; Human Rights
John Reed Dunlevy Philosophy
Melanie Rose Ekizian Environmental Studies
Natan David Elghanian Markets and Culture
Nateshwar Elphick Biological Sciences
Milena Espinosa Teixeira International Studies; Political Science
Caroline Amanda Essery International Studies
Zachary Steven Everett English
Mason Montgomery Ezell Economics
Harrison Fagg Economics; Public Policy
Thaly Fajardo Markets and Culture
Alexis Rose Famen Psychology
Omodeule Faulkner Biological Sciences
Lois Anne Fevret Economics
Connor Bryce Fleury Markets and Culture
Stephen Anthony Frantz Human Rights; Philosophy, Political Science
Lillian Marie Freeman Religious Studies
Keyler Cynthia Fulton French
Jake Addison Garrett Biological Sciences
Rebecca Grace Garrott Political Science
Sanaa Mohammed Ghanim English; Human Rights
Samuel Bryan Giles Spanish
Reece Gilmore Economics; Public Policy
Melissa Grace Gladden English; History
Casey Chasteen Glyn English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Sydney N. Gonzales Psychology
Corina Margarita Gonzalez-Molina Markets and Culture
Adam Andreas Goodson Health and Society
Soﬁa Alexandra Gosset Political Science
Gabriella Ann Gracef English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Sophia Isabella Green Philosophy; Psychology
Tanner Jackson Greve French
Sean Reilly Griffith Philosophy, Political Science
Kalie A. Grove Economics
Karen Guan Public Policy

Jake Austin Guarino Political Science
Hunter Marshall Hamilton Biological Sciences
Jack Richard Hansing Economics
Laura Catherine Harrell Markets and Culture
Kathryn Inez Hartman French
Meagan Alexis Harvey Political Science
Brittany Nicole Hatmaker Economics
* Sterling Robert Edwin Haynes English with a Creative Writing Specialization
William Wallace Haynes Political Science
Gracyn Moss Heisterberg Political Science
Marissa Rae Hernandez Psychology
Jayne Chobot Herring Human Rights; International Studies
Lauren L. Higgins Spanish
Avery Pearce Hinson Markets and Culture
John McQuarrie Hisle Psychology
Caroline Wells Holling Markets and Culture; Spanish
William Charles Hood Markets and Culture
Celine Gaudreau Horner Psychology
William Whiteford Howell Markets and Culture
Daniel James Hurley Markets and Culture
Emily Payne Hyde Environmental Studies
Nicole Kiyomi Ideno Political Science; Public Policy
Emem Jem Inyang Human Rights
Colton Nathaniel Jacobson Philosophy, Spanish
Hebah Ameena Jaffary Human Rights
Daniel Christopher James English; World Languages - French
Daisy Scarlet Jaramillo World Languages - Spanish
Emma C. Jenevein Economics; English with a Creative Writing Specialization; Public Policy
Audrey Elizabeth Johnson French
Siobhan Marie Judge History
Sara Kim Kamal Economics; World Languages - Chinese
John Laurence Kapples Political Science
Christian Nardo Kassaye Economics
Grann Cutler Kauffman Economics; History
Elizabeth Grace Kelley Psychology
Britland Toller Teworner Spanish
John Alton Kibler Economics
Nicole Alexis Kiser English
Elizabeth A. Klink International Studies; Political Science
Hunter Mackenzie Kolon Human Rights; Political Science
Sydney Marie Kowalski Psychology
Jordan Elizabeth Kurtz Psychology
Amanda Christine LaBell Markets and Culture
Zofia Marie Lacey-Gotz French
Yonnick Mitchell Land Mathematics
Patricia Gabrielle Larsen English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Monica E. Lee Anthropology
Robert J. Leslie Economics
Lawson Elliott Lewis Political Science
Rachel Katherine Lewis English
Isabella Tobias Lites Psychology
Kathryn Inez Hartman French
Meagan Alexis Harvey Political Science
Brittany Nicole Hatmaker Economics

* degree awarded posthumously
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Clare F. Lothenbach Environmental Studies; Philosophy
Gideon P. Lyda Anthropology
Henry Daniel Lyons History; Political Science
Ian Joseph MacDonald Economics
Sydney Claire Marney Economics
Alexandra Marie Massman Psychology
Hannah Nicole Massman Psychology; Religious Studies
Evangelina Margaret Mathis Public Policy
Cristina J. Mauldin Spanish
Tyler Elizabeth Mayer Spanish
Cameron Hunt McConnell Markets and Culture
Madison Ellyse McCredie Psychology
Royal Lockett McGee Economics; History
Matthew Signoret McNinnis History
Sarah Marie McKenny Psychology; Spanish
Joseph Aloysius McLney Political Science
Hayden Gallatin Medart German
Lorien Rae Melnick English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Mary Grace Metheny French
Hannah Anne Miller Political Science
Elizabeth M. Miller Biological Sciences
Cheyneen Chianna Mirtaheri International Studies; Philosophy
Sarae Delina Monarrez Yesaki Economics
Sophia Danielle Moore Markets and Culture
Nicholas Ray Moschetti Psychology
Sarah Catherine Muller Markets and Culture
Zachary Mendez Munder Economics; Psychology
Kyle C. Myers Economics
Phoebe Ellen Myers Psychology
Audrey Anna Ngo French; Human Rights
Thien-Kim Pham Nguyen Philosophy
John Matthew Norwood International Studies
Cary Exum O'Brien Economics; Markets and Culture
Margaret Harral O'Brien English; Philosophy
Molly Grace O'Brien Markets and Culture
Erin Noel O'Neill Markets and Culture
Tyler Anne O'Toole Geology
Elba O'Ward Junco Philosophy; Psychology
Iyobosa Esther Obasoki Psychology
Amanda R. Oh History; Political Science
William Brandt Olson Markets and Culture
Tannah Rae Oppliger Human Rights; Public Policy
Jane Savage Otto Political Science
Hrishikes Pant International Studies

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Mohammed Saeed Almur Alghelfi Economics with Finance Applications
Breann E. Alley Mathematics
Faisal Ali A. Alsaq Chemistry
Victor Alexander Alvarez Economics with Finance Applications
Ignacio Ricardo Alvarez-Mattiuze Economics with Finance Applications
Allison Taylor Amaya Biological Sciences
Steven Bradley Anderson Biological Sciences
Sophie Faith Arkusinski Mathematics
Andrew Morris Ashton Mathematics
Zubaida Mohammed Aslam Biological Sciences; Health and Society
Nilufar Azizi Biological Sciences
Alyssa Corinne Baisler Biochemistry
Margaret Adelaude Barbour Mathematics; Statistical Science
Cooper Rhodes Barghols Health and Society
Umyeena Moorsalat Bashir Mathematics
Dylan Raymond Beams Biological Sciences
Duke S. Bednarke Mathematics
Khris Elizabeth Beeson Health and Society
Cameron Tyler Bergan Statistical Science
Morgane Eva Bernard Statistical Science
Rana Bhat Biological Sciences
Sumair Suleman Bhimani Economics; Statistical Science
Abby Nicole Blumenfeld Chemistry
John Odyseas Bookas Mathematics
Harrison James Bouch Economics with Finance Applications
Sharon S. Park Biological Sciences
Hannah Paola Parra Political Science
Adara Jade Patel Biological Sciences
Sneh Ramesh Patel Economics
Morgan Victoria Peterson Human Rights; International Studies; Political Science
Evon Houghton Phillips Economics
Lauren Mayer Philpott Psychology
Elizabeth Victoria Pietsch Environmental Studies
Chandler Lizann Pike Psychology
Alessandra Pino Political Science
Jaine Pintinger International Studies; Markets and Culture
Austin Robert Plansker Economics
Aradhana Polley Economics; Political Science
Alexander Todd Porter Human Rights
Jonathan Lane Pounds History
John Quinn Political Science
Allen Steven Raab International Studies; Political Science
Moriah Forbes Raisin English; Psychology
Anna A. Ramirez Human Rights; Psychology
Alexandra Lauren Randolph French
Mary Winston Reames Psychology
Omar Abdulaziz Rehnatulla Public Policy
Maria Fernanda Reyna Buena Psychology
Taylor Alexa Riens Psychology
Kathryn Lawrence Robertson Health and Society
Corey Joseph Rogan Public Policy
Ellys Caitlin Rogers Mathematics
Trevor Booth Rose English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Savannah Faith Ruboca Psychology
Charlotte Grace Ruffing Biological Sciences
Corey Thomas Russell Public Policy
Ana Carolina Sale Human Rights
Hailey V. Sartoris Psychology
Fiona Jane Schor English
Jacob M. Schroeder Economics
Theodore J. Schroeder Economics
Garrett John Scintoreno History; Philosophy
Mary Caroline Scofield Spanish
Edward Cullen Scott Economics
Michael B. Seaman History
Delbert Lyle Severs Political Science
Neha Sharma Chemistry
Kaleigh Elaine Shields Psychology
Kelsey Savannah Shipman Public Policy; World Languages - Spanish
Lauren Ashley Shores Psychology
Isabel Pavao Shumard Spanish
India Angelique Simmons Human Rights; International Studies; Political Science
Frank Thomas Sinito Markets and Culture
Colin Matthew Smith Public Policy
Hannah Morgan Smith Psychology
Heather Brooke Smith History
Jeremy C. Smith Spanish
Harris Kai Smoots Sociology
Sydney Niko Snowden History; Political Science
Siddhakshi Nirmee Solanki French
Evan Lewis Sommer Anthropology
Alix Frances Sommers English
Christina Lauren Sorensen Spanish
Benjamin Noah Spears Sociology
Barrett Elizabeth Stout History
Aparna Subramanian French Studies
Harley Jeanne Sutton Psychology
Alicia Ainsley Swart French Studies
Edmund Quincy Sylvester Markets and Culture
Darian D. Taylor Public Policy
Rachel Erin Thibault Medieval Studies
Robert Austen Till Economics
John Hanks Tinley Markets and Culture
Armando Torres, Jr. Economics
Emma Kirkley Utley Sociology
Matthew Alexander Van Citters Spanish
Ranjana Sita Vesta English
Virginia French Virden Political Science
Paul Marco Voorheis Economics
James Maxwell Walton Economics
Rachel Elizabeth Pankey Warren Political Science
Adam Hillenbrand Weyhrauch Markets and Culture
Brittany MacLean White Political Science
Jordan Mitchell Williams Religious Studies
Olivia Margaret Wilson Mathematics
Paige Ryan Wilson History
Zoey Elisabeth Rose Wirttuke Political Science
Matthew Thomas Witz History
Alyssa Carole Woodruff English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Nicholas Raymond Yi Markets and Culture
Layal Hamze Zalkout Public Policy
Jasmin Zamarripa Spanish
Shenruo Zhang Economics
Emily Zhang Chemistry; Human Rights
Stephanic Rhys Zimmerman Philosophy

Jack Skyler Brooks Psychology
Blake Anthony Buckley Mathematics
Julia Anne Buckley Health and Society
Antonia Caicedo Economics; Mathematics
Lejla Camdzic Chemistry
Julia Marie Castillo Statistical Science
Shua Cho Biological Sciences
Chandler Marie Choate Mathematics
Bronson Michael Ciavarra Biological Sciences
Colton Charles Ciavarra Health and Society
Madison Catherine Clewis Biological Sciences
Dylan Antonio Colbert Mathematics
Kaitlyn Bridget Contreras Castro Health and Society
Behrooz Ghafouri Daei Mathematics
Claire Emily Damer Mathematics
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Katherine Virginia Adams Corporate Communication and Public Affairs; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Sarah Katherine Andrews Creative Computing
Mary Valentine Apple Art History
Bradley Edward Aptejon Music
Ilse Carolina Arevalo Advertising
Una M. Assomull Fashion Media
Paige Rena Avery Fashion Media
Rachel Leigh Bailey Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Kyle Ray Baker Creative Computing
Sydney M. Beal Art; Fashion Media
James Patrick Beiter Music
Annika Christina Berglund Advertising
Brie Noelle Bernstein Advertising; Film and Media Arts
Amanda Michelle Bishop Journalism
Tristan Joshua Bogost Film and Media Arts
John Odysseas Bookas Music
Yasmine Bogouch Music
Holland Frances Bradley Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Matthew Thomas Brink Advertising
Helena Elizabeth Dillon Burns Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Clayton Robert Caple Film and Media Arts
Brady John Carlson Music
Travis Christian Carroll Music
Adele Elizabeth Carter Music
Emma Rose Castner Journalism
Thomas David Chafizadeh Journalism
Patrick Considine Charters Music
Madison Kimberly Chermol Corporate Communication and Public Affairs; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Henry Sparks Cohen Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Grace Elizabeth Colbert Advertising
Abigail E. Coon Advertising; Art
Mary Elizabeth Cordia Advertising
Isaac Cordova Advertising
Jerry Dean Crayton Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Allie Blythe Crekhmuaeuk Advertising
Nicole Marie DeLappe Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Julia Rose DePasquale Fashion Media; Journalism
Andrea L. Del Angel Art History
Rachel Elizabeth Demkowicz Art; Art History
Christina Elizabeth Dolce Corporate Communication and Public Affairs; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Julia Chase Drexler Advertising
Lauren Alyssa Dube Creative Computing
Lauren E. Dudley Music
Jennifer Marie Edgar Music
Melanie Rose Ekizian Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Colleen Margot Elliott Fashion Media; Journalism
Christine Marie Espinosa Journalism
Gwenyth Rowley Everett Journalism
Erika Karen Fanuzzi Fashion Media; Journalism; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Emma Katherine Few Journalism
Clare Nicole Franke Creative Computing
Sarah Sloane Fuller Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Avery Ellen Fuller-Monk Advertising
Blair Katelyn Gallagher Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Andres A. Gambini Music
Demerick R. Gary Journalism
Claire Lin Shang-yi Givens Music
Megan Elizabeth Green Advertising
Kayla Gabrielle Griffis Advertising
S. Lee Guerrero Creative Computing
Sebastian Gutierrez Advertising
Allison Grace Hartman Advertising
Katie Lee Heikkinen Fashion Media; Journalism
Avery Pearce Hinson Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Caillie Dunn Horner Advertising; Fashion Media
Morgan E. Hudspeth Fashion Media; Journalism
Hannah Madison Hughes Music
Madison Helen Jenos Fashion Media; Journalism
Audrey Elizabeth Johnson Fashion Media; Journalism
Katherine McKittrick Johnston Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Hannah Schory Jones Journalism
Ann Preston Joullian Fashion Media; Journalism
Sarah Catsikas Advertising
Katherine Ann Kearns Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Meryn Bria Kennedy Advertising; Fashion Media
Nicolle Alexis Kiser Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
James Kelly Klopp Advertising
Lauren Noel Kobayashi Advertising; Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Savannah Marie Lehner Fashion Media; Journalism
Rachel Katherine Lewis Art
Hanzhen Lin Advertising
Madison Makaela Lindenberg Fashion Media
Emily Blake Linhares Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Natalie Ragan Magness Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
William Harrison Martinelli Journalism
Caroline Elizabeth Matthews Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Olivia Louise Matthews Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Cameron Hunt McConnell Art History
Grace Irene McMillin Corporate Communication and Public Affairs; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Molly Harrington McNulty Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Catherine Lambeth McKenzie Journalism
Isabella Mejia Fashion Media; Journalism
Mary Grace Metheny Journalism
Alison L. Mikles Fashion Media; Journalism
Bridgelet Lee Miller Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Hannah Jane Miller Journalism
Sophia Danielle Moore Advertising
Kaleb Mulugeta Advertising
Dylan Suzette Murphy Advertising
Taylor W. Neilson Fashion Media
Stephanie Ann Novellas Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Shelby Elizabeth Nutter Advertising
Charles Edward O’Brien Advertising
Corey Michelle Obot Journalism
Hannah Katherine Paye Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Alexandra Nicole Payne Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Arnold Eric Petsche Film and Media Arts
Olivia K. Pitten Journalism
Courtney Joy Prosniowski Journalism
Nicole Summer Puterman Fashion Media
Kyle Kendall Reingold  Corporate  Communication and Public Affairs
Maria Fernanda Reyna Buena  Corporate  Communication and Public Affairs
Madeline Frances Reynolds  Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Augustus Frederick Rives  Film and Media Arts
Megan Katherine Robertson  Advertising
Nicholas Michael Ryan  Advertising
Wellsley Ashton Charteris Schenck  Fashion Media
Sophie Simmons Scott  Art History, Film and Media Arts
Kyra Lian Segregaves  Art
Brooke Sonya Sink  Corporate Communication and Public Affairs; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Rebecca Bell Sisto  Journalism
Susan Elizabeth Slaton  Advertising
Karna Nicole Small  Public Relations and Strategic Communication

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts
Grace Marie Adams  Dance Performance
Avery Alexander  Dance Performance
Hana Lorraine Alford  Dance Performance
Rachel Leigh Bailey  Dance Performance
Allison Paige Barta  Film and Media Arts
Khris Elizabeth Besson  Dance Performance
Coda Leana Boyce  Theatre
Maria Calderon  Theatre
Victoria Grace Carley  Film and Media Arts
Hannah Elizabeth Fiola  Dance Performance
Lauren Nicole Floyd  Theatre
Claire Marie Glidewell  Dance Performance

Degree of Bachelor of Music
Ivan Duran Aguayo  Guitar Performance
Julia Rose Baca  Viola Performance
Joseph David Rhea Bates  Violin Performance
Brian Alexander Boydstun  Music Education; Trumpet Performance
Nicole Marie Daniels  Voice Performance
Cynthia Gu  Piano Performance
Ashleigh Ann Smith  Journalism
Chloë Anya Smith  Fashion Media; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Hannah Morgan Smith  Film and Media Arts
Heather Brooke Smith  Art History
Meghan Marie Sola  Art
Jaclyn Alexis Soria  Journalism
Faith Avery Summers  Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Arden Diane Taylor  Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Brittany Austin Taylor  Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Darian D. Taylor  Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Gracey J. Todd  Advertising
Erin Kate Trahan  Art
Victoria Vivian Valdez  Fashion Media; Journalism
Francisco Javier Vazquez  Luttrillo Creative Computing
Elizabeth Marie Venditti  Advertising

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration
Lucia Ruth Abela  Accounting
Hannah Yu Qing Ling  Abraham Accounting
Josey Christine Abraham  Marketing
Nabil Al Fahmi  Finance
Mays Aqed Al Juboori  Marketing
Miles Nathaniel Allen  Finance
Tyler Nelson Allen  Finance
Thomas Christopher Altman  Finance
Sarah Rose Anania  Finance
Reid William Anderson  Real Estate
Michaelyn Yvette Andress  Finance
Luke Lebaron Anniccharico  Accounting
Charlline Celine Julia Anselmo  Finance
Katelyn A. Aoyama  Marketing
Bradley Edward Aptilon  Accounting
Amber Aslam  Accounting
Una M. Assomull  Marketing
Nicole Marie Aufricht  Accounting
Ramzi Marwan  Accounting

In Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration
Lucia Ruth Abela  Accounting
Hannah Yu Qing Ling  Abraham Accounting
Josey Christine Abraham  Marketing
Nabil Al Fahmi  Finance
Mays Aqed Al Juboori  Marketing
Miles Nathaniel Allen  Finance
Tyler Nelson Allen  Finance
Thomas Christopher Altman  Finance
Sarah Rose Anania  Finance
Reid William Anderson  Real Estate
Michaelyn Yvette Andress  Finance
Luke Lebaron Anniccharico  Accounting
Charlline Celine Julia Anselmo  Finance
Katelyn A. Aoyama  Marketing
Bradley Edward Aptilon  Accounting
Amber Aslam  Accounting
Una M. Assomull  Marketing
Nicole Marie Aufricht  Accounting
Ramzi Marwan  Accounting
Eloise Carlisle Baldwin  Marketing
Emily Simons  Ball Finance
Michael David Banas  Finance
Cooper Brades Barghols  Finance
Natalie Dru Barry  Marketing
Harrison R. Barton  Finance
Dillon Ray Baxter  Finance
Bradford Barner  Beck  Finance
Jacob Avery Becker  Finance
Claire Marie Benhayon  Real Estate
Taylor L. Benson  Finance
Noah John Berestka  Finance
Cameron Tyler Bergan  Finance
Katherine Wel Betts  Management
Katherine Hailey Bishop  Finance
Bailey Bland  Finance
Tristan Joshua Bogost  Management
Jennifer Lauren Bojues  Marketing
Connor Craig Boltman  Management

Virginia French Virden  Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Grayson Penelope Wade  Advertising
Ryan Kathryn Wagner  Public Relations and Strategic Communication
James Maxwell Walton  Advertising
Chen Wang  Advertising
Rachel Elizabeth Pankey Warren  Corporate Communication and Public Affairs
Caroline Brooks Weeks  Advertising
Payton LeAnn White  Advertising
Whitney Moss Wilkerson  Advertising
Alexandra Nicole Wishnick  Creative Computing
Haley Grace Zadel  Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Danqing Zhang  Art
Mary Mikaela Mechan Accounting  
William McKay Mecker Finance  
Brooke Ardelle Meisen Finance  
Ryan Christopher Menendez Finance  
William Ryan Metzler Finance  
Isabel Caroline Meyercord Marketing  
Kevin Matthew Miles Finance  
Andrew Jorge Miller Finance  
Drake O. Miller Accounting  
Gregory Michael Miller Finance  
Joshua Stephen Miller Finance  
Sarai Delfina Monarrez Yesaki Finance  
Benjamin T. Moner Finance  
Joel Andrew Montgomery Finance  
Jeffrey Ryan Moore Real Estate  
William Walker Moore Finance  
Rebecca Christine Morgan Finance  
Triston Charles Morgan General Business  
Hannah Adian Morris Accounting  
Roland Hunt Morris Finance  
Nicholas Ray Moschetti Accounting  
Andrew Clayton Moss Accounting  
Joseph Daniel Moyer Finance  
Ashley Stella Muller Marketing  
Kyle C. Myers Finance  
Eрин M. Nawalaniec Accounting  
Palmer F. Nelson General Business  
Michael David Nester Finance  
Isabel Caroline Newell Marketing  
Sarah Russell Newell Finance  
Yanshan Ni Marketing  
Alison Youngjoo Nichols Marketing  
Devin Michael Nitchals Finance  
Madeline Michele Noble Finance  
Kathryn Mary Noel Accounting  
Ann Marie Nordin Finance  
Olivia Aine Norman Marketing  
Natalie Lynn Novellas Marketing  
Shelby Elizabeth Nutter Finance  
Riley Kathleen O’Connell Finance  
Jedidia Mercy Odera Finance  
Matthew Evan O’Grady Finance  
Stephen James Oblemeyer Finance  
Elizabeth Bunting Olt Marketing  
Ashley A. O’Mara Finance  
Kento Orii Finance  
Alexis Marie O’Rourke Accounting  
Jordan L. Orsak Finance  
Tomasz Krysztof Owca Finance  
Yumiko Ozu Marketing  
Ethan Charles Pakzad Finance  
Francisco Enrique Palacios Finance  
Parker Nicole Papaccio Marketing  
Adara Jade Patel Management  
Sneh Ramesh Patel Finance  
Kendall Jean Patterson Marketing  
Bailey Michael Pawlowski Finance  
Gardiner David Perotti Finance  
Richard John Peters Finance  
Parker Ruth Peterson Accounting  
Arnold Eric Petsche Management  
Justin Charles Pfaff Finance  
Thi Phuong Thao Phan Finance  
Carina Antoinette Piazza Real Estate  
Joshua Thaddeus Pieniakz Finance  
Federico Marcello Pier Finance  
Chandler Lizann Pike Marketing  
Maria Paula Pineda Pedraza Management  
Alexander Todd Porter Finance  
Grace Eileen Powers Finance  
Nicholas Anthony Premer Finance  
Jessica Michelle Quintana Finance  
Ryan Rapattoni Finance  
Holliie Nicole Rents Accounting  
Morgan Paige Risinger Marketing  
Megan Katherine Robertson Marketing  
Benjamin B. Robinson Accounting  
Olson Blake Rogers Finance  
Matthew J. Rosenthal Finance  
Noah Justin Rothchild Finance  
Charles Brookshire Royals Finance  
John Reed Rudesill Finance  
Jennifer Christine Schaefer Accounting  
Hayley Katherine Schindler Marketing  
Alexandra K. Schonberg Finance  
Jacob M. Schroeder Finance  
Theodore J. Schroeder Finance  
William Kelly Schueler Finance  
Mary Caroline Scolfield Finance  
Edward Cullen Scott Finance  
Brandon Joaquinn Serrano Finance  
Shivani Seth Marketing  
Man Qi Shi Finance  
Luke McKane Shirley Finance  
Isabel Pavao Shumard Finance  
Adam James Siepker Financial Consulting  
Jonathan Siewert Real Estate  
Zachary Lee Smith Finance  
Paul Emory Snowden Finance  
Christina Lauren Sorensen Finance  
Hoyt Martin Spearman Finance  
David Charles Stanislav Accounting  
Spencer Edward Stanton Finance  
Marissa Lynn Stave Marketing  
Louis Nicholas Steffens Finance  
Andrew Barthold Stelling Finance  
Patrick James Stephens Finance  
John Gardner Stevenson III Finance  
Hailey Marcena Stuart Accounting  
Madeleine Michelle Stump Marketing  
Sarah Subramanian Marketing  
Gabrielle Annalisu Susich Finance  
Michael Anthony Swalwell Real Estate  
Alicia Ainsley Swart Finance  
Morgan Swenson Finance  
Jack Wood Talkington Finance  
Emily Paige Taxman Finance  
Spencer Gene Taylor Finance  
Madeline Marie Thomalla Accounting  
Jonathan Grant Thomas Finance  
Krista Marie Thompson Finance  
Robert Austen Till Finance  
Matthew B. Toming Real Estate  
Rachel Svea Tomlinson Marketing  
Andrew P. Tomsovic Finance  
Armando Torres, Jr. Finance  
Matthew Alexander Van Citters Finance  
Camille Margaret Van Dorpe Finance  
Jack Patrick Vaughn Finance  
Lauren Elizabeth Veith Marketing  
Katherine Jane Vescovo Accounting  
Morgan Taylor VICKnair Marketing  
Kate Allison Vogel Finance  
Nicholas William Vogeley Finance  
Paul Marco Voorheis Finance  
Bryant William Wageman Finance  
Sarah Elizabeth Walden Finance  
Kaile Noelle Walker Marketing  
Cheny Wang Marketing  
Katherine E. Ward Finance  
Montana Rose Watts Marketing  
Zachary Gordon Webb Finance  
Caroline Kelley Weibel Marketing  
Marlo Gabriella Weisberg Accounting  
Noah Alexander Wells Finance  
Elizabeth Grace Wheeler Finance  
Albert Christopher Whitsom Finance  
Samuel Jacob Wilcox Finance  
Jordan Mitchell Williams Finance  
Hallie Kathleen Wilson Finance  
Olivia Margaret Wilson Finance  
Joseph Gregory Wolf Finance  
Edward Beresford Woollard Marketing  
Jiaxin Xiaoning Marketing  
Kai Xu Marketing  
Siqian Yang Accounting  
Yijin Yang General Business  
Yixin Kangkang Yang Finance  
Yuxuan Yang Finance  
Carson Banks Yeager Finance  
Gillian Paige Yeager Accounting  
Ryan Thomas Yee Finance  
Vivian L. Yowan General Business  
Wenzhou Yuan Finance  
Arthur William Yuen Finance  
Layal Hamze Zalkout Finance  
Jasmin Zamarripa Accounting  
Isolina Marie Zambrana Finance  
Logan Allen Zeigler Real Estate  
Chuyun Zeng General Business  
Heidi Noel Zett Finance  
Jiarong Zhang Finance  
Shenruo Zhang Accounting  
Wengyi Zhang Finance  
Yuhe Zhao Marketing  
Bowen Zheng Accounting  
Yueying Zhu Management  
Haley Jane Zimmerman Finance  
Stephanie Rhys Zimmerman Marketing  

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Preston D. Cobb Computer Science  
Katelyn Elizabeth Dunn Computer Science  
Samuel Bryan Giles Computer Science  
Harrison Michael Holcomb Computer Science  
Chase Key Holzer Computer Science  
Blair Evelyn Saunders Computer Science  
Kyra Lian Segraves Computer Science  
Ciara Charrisse Shaw Computer Science  
Alden Irene Shiverick Computer Science  
Jake W. Watkins Computer Science  
Kyle Jeffrey Zhu Computer Science  
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Degree of Bachelor of Science

Mary Caroline Alford Management Science
Peyton Riley Baker Management Science
Riley S. Bates Computer Science
Morgane Eva Bernard Management Science
Jonathan Betack Management Science
Andrew J. Breslauer Computer Science
Xavier Martin Carrillo Computer Science
Yu Chen Computer Science
Spencer Alden Cheng Computer Science
Ayseun Ciger Management Science
Fernando Louback Corral Computer Science
Tyrone Criddle Computer Science
Cole Louise DeYoung Management Science
Megan Sondra Dyer Management Science
Sarah A. Franklin Management Science
Sarah Elizabeth Gaffigan Management Science
Anna-Marie Garrett Management Science
Tyler A. Giallanza Computer Science
Max A. Goldstein Computer Science
Cecilia Gonzalez Higgins Management Science
Adam Andreas Goodson Management Science
Audrey J. Heideman Management Science
Matthew Thomas Houser Management Science
Ceydan Ece Kaya Management Science
Robert Richard Keehan Computer Science
Zafia Marie Lacey-Gotz Management Science
Robert Austin Lacy Management Science
Amanda Evelyn Lang Management Science
Matthew H. Lee Computer Science
Samuel Asher Lefcourt Computer Science
Robert Maldonado Sistos Management Science
Jessica E. Mason Management Science
Joseph Alter McGuire Computer Science
Shenzhao Mei Computer Science
Kaelon Christopher Money Management Science
Alberto Montemayor Management Science
John Mullen Management Science
Franco G. Paz Computer Science
Sabrina Helen Peng Computer Science
Susanna Grace Pool Computer Science
Megan Ruth Scott Management Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Rakan Saleh M. Abu Ghunyah Melissa Montgomery Brill
Jessica Elaine Benitez Anna Jackson Cooper
Emily Ann Boswell Sergio E. Hernandez
Peter Douglas Bowring Hebsum Ameena Jaffery
Trenton A. Bright Hussam Aldeen Mazen A. Khresat

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Noah Justin Rothchild

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Andrew Morris Ashton Alexandria Lynn Hancock
Ramisa R. Chowdhury Morris Kakembo
Dylan Antonio Colbert Lauren Alexis Lyons
Guilherme Raul Cosentino Ferreira Danny Mymi Nguyen
Michael Douglas Figg Jasper Thu-Hoi Nguyen

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Linda H. Chau Alexandra Jean Hobler
McKenzie Nicole Cloud Omar Javed
Tonia Darabadey Sally English Koch

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Brenan E. Alley Isabelle Rose Giovinazzo
Daniel Alvarez Luc Deven Gowda
Duke S. Bednarke Haley Grace Harding
Spencer U. Blakley Patrick Michael Desheimer Hillyard
Joel Ian Booth Nicholas Christopher Hoffmann
Braden Holloman Brown Matthew Thomas Hunt
Patrick Ronald Byrd Natalic Rose Jacks
Elizabeth Anne Cadena Bryce M. Jensen
Nicholas G. Cerovski Henry Perkins Johnstone
Elizabeth Harper Chatham Cameron Liam Ketchum
John Roderick Prin Ciaccio Abigail Mary Landwehr
Allison Jane Cook Roby C. Liebbe
Alex Davis DelSota Benjamin Yushow Lin
Aaron Lloyd Dromgoole Zachary Richard Lipsitz
Mitchell Charles Dudley Zholang Liu
Jabarli Todd Ford Russell Bradford Mahaney
Radford Hope Freell II Brandon Stephen Marks
William Dalton Gibson Megan Bridey Meinecke
Rachel Laine Gillespie Matthew Robert Milano

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Management Science

Samanta Brittany Sheppard Management Science
Taylor Mackenzie Slaton Computer Science
Bailey Marie Sprague Management Science
Joshua Henry Sylvester Computer Science
Julie Tapia Computer Science
Linh My Tran Computer Science
Feng An Tsai Management Science
Fernando Vazquez Delgado Computer Science
Camilo Villamizar Computer Science
Samuel Walter Varley Computer Science
Michael Conrad Watts Computer Science
Noah Alexander Wells Management Science
Tyler Jia Westerhoff Management Science
Daniel Davis Willborn Computer Science
Zachary Cameron Windell Management Science
Alexander Drew Winston Management Science
Andrew F. Wouters Management Science
Carson Banks Yeager Management Science
Michael Luke Young Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Young Wilkerson Stevenson

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Michael Luke Young Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Natalie Rose Jacks

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Nicholas Christopher Hoffmann

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Matthew Charles Salazar

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

David Salinas Aguirre

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Franklin Robert Schorsch

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Young Wilkerson Stevenson

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Griffin Lee Tobia

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

McKenzie Shea Wade

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Rong Wei

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

Spencer Randolph Yale
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IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Priyanka Chakraborty Economics
BS University of Calcutta
MS Jawaharlal Nehru Technology University, India
Dissertation: Essays on Issues in Management and Gender
Adviser: Timothy Craig Salmon

Gang Chen Molecular and Cell Biology
BS MS Harbin Institute of Technology, China
MS Louisiana Tech University
Adviser: John Wise

Xiaofei Chen Biostatistics
BS Shandong University, China
MS Georgetown University
Dissertation: Causal Inference and Prediction on Observational Data with Survival Outcome
Adviser: Daniel Francis Heitjan

Juliet Lindsey Kroll Psychology
BA University of Colorado, Boulder
Dissertation: Dissertation: Neural Activity During Facial Memory Retrieval in Patients with Asthma: Associations with Peripheral Airway Inflammation and HPA-Axis Activity
Adviser: Thomas E. Ritz

Madalyn McKay Physics
BS Carnegie Mellon University
Dissertation: Measurement of Inclusive Fiducial and Differential Cross Sections in the $H \rightarrow ZZ^* \rightarrow 4l$ Decay Channel in $p$-$p$ Collisions at 13 TeV with the Full ATLAS Run 2 Dataset
Adviser: Ryszard Stroynowski

Soeun Park Economics
BA MA Sungyunkwan University
Dissertation: Empirical Essays on Automation and Its Implications
Adviser: Daniel Millimet

Kevin Bryce Pickard English
BA University of Oklahoma, Norman
Dissertation: Drug Free America: The Ethics and Politics of Drugs in Contemporary American Literature
Adviser: Lisa M. Siraganian

Margarita Sala Psychology
BS University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Dissertation: Mindful Exercise: A Pilot Randomized Controlled Trial
Adviser: Austin Baldwin

Margaret Mary Smith Psychology
BA University of Texas, Austin
Dissertation: Parent-Directed Gratitude: An Investigation of a Novel Intervention and Possible Mechanisms Between Gratitude and Well-Being
Adviser: George W. Holden

Ryan Thomas Staten Physics
BS Southwestern University
Dissertation: Cosmological Distance Measurements with the ROTSE and DESI Experiments
Adviser: Fredrick Iver Olness

Phan Minh Duc Truong Computational and Applied Mathematics
BA California State University, Fullerton
MA Cornell University
Dissertation: Cell Assembly Detection in Low Firing-Rate Spike Train Data
Adviser: Andrea Katherine Barreiro
Chelsey Werchan Psychology
BA Trinity University
MA Texas State University
Dissertation: Role of Oxidative Stress during Environmental Stressors in Asthmatic and Healthy Participants
Adviser: Thomas E. Ritz

Yiyu Zhang Molecular and Cell Biology
BS China Agriculture University
Dissertation: RelA/p65 Blocks Histone Deacetylase-3 Neurotoxicity and Protects Neurons Against Neuronal Death Induced by PolyQ-expanded Huntingtin and Ataxin-1
Adviser: Jonathan Ploski

Ting Yan Computational and Applied Mathematics
BS University Science & Technology of China
Dissertation: Advection-Reaction-Diffusion Model of Drug Concentration in a Lymph Node
Adviser: Daniel R. Reynolds

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Ahmad Ibrahim Ali Mostafa Gad
BS MS Zagazig University
Adviser: Xin-Lin Gao

Ahmed Hassan Jaad Civil and Environmental Engineering
BS Umm Al-Qura University, Saudi Arabia
MSCE Vanderbilt University
Adviser: Khaled F. Abdelghany

Mahdi Khodayar Electrical Engineering
BA MS Khajeh Nasir Toosi University of Technology, Iran
Adviser: Jianhui Wang

Xinan Wang Electrical Engineering
B. ENGR. Northwest Polytechnic University Xian, China
ME Arizona State University
Dissertation: “Machine Learning Applications in Power Systems”
Adviser: Jianhui Wang

Justin Charles Wilson Computer Science
BS Baylor University
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Ying Zhang Electrical Engineering
BSEE MSEE Shandong University, China
Dissertation: “Model-Based and Data-Driven Situational Awareness for Distribution System Monitoring and Control”
Adviser: Jianhui Wang

Degree of Doctor of Engineering

Mohammed Abdul Quadeer Engineering Management
BS Osmania University, India
MBA University of Phoenix
MS Wayne State University
Dissertation: “Blockchain and its Transformational Impact to Global Business”
Adviser: Halit Uster

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Kristi Lynelle Baker  Education  
BS University of Texas  
BS University of Houston  
MBA Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Exploring Response to Intervention: How Are We Narrowing The Gap For Tier 3 Minority Learners?  
Adviser: Stephanie Al Otaiba  

Evangeline Myrick Chiang  Education  
BA Baylor University  
MAT Texas Women’s University  
JD Texas Wesleyan University  
Adviser: Frank Hernandez  

Carlin Lee Conner  Education  
BS University of Georgia  
MEd Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Making the Case for the Systematic Observation of Language and Reading: A Reading Comprehension Measure Inclusive of Students with Disabilities”  
Adviser: Jill H. Allor  

Jennifer Elizabeth Stewart  Education  
BA Saint Louis University  
MEd Southern Methodist University  
Adviser: Stephanie Al Otaiba  

Donna June Trevino-Jones  Educational Leadership, PK-12  
BA Southern Methodist University  
MS Texas A&M-Commerce  
Dissertation: “Supporting Principals: A Look into a District’s Practices to Improve Principal Retention”  
Adviser: Dawson Randolph Orr  

Wesley Kelvin Waggoner  Higher Education  
BA Tulane University  
MBA University of Dallas  
Dissertation: “Understanding the Relationship of Institutional Grant Aid and Student Academic Quality at Private Universities”  
Adviser: Dominique Julia Baker  

Lori Elise Brakhage  
BA University of North Texas  
MLS Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Generational Linguistic Attitudes: A Sociolinguistic Investigation”  
Advisers: Robert Hunt, Jennifer Parvin  

Hannah Corrine Rachal  

Derrick Cameron Adkins  Theological Studies  
Ishmael Kithinji Mathiu  
Francois Kazadi Mukosa  

Andre Ricardo Soares Goncalves  

Kelli Kennington  

In Dedman School of Law  

Degree of Doctor of Education  
Anthony Lee Mason  Educational Leadership, PK-12  
BA The Ohio State University  
MEd Southern Methodist University  
Adviser: Roxanne Baker Burleson  

Valerie Ludley Nelson  Educational Leadership, PK-12  
BS MS Grambling State University  
Dissertation: “What Does Color Have to Do with It? A Quantitative Study of How Implicit Bias, Principal Feelings, Beliefs and Perspectives about Discipline Influence and Sustain the Disproportionate Outcomes for African American and Hispanic Males Discretionary Placements”  
Adviser: Dawson Randolph Orr  

Degree of Doctor of Liberal Studies  

In Perkins School of Theology  

Degree of Master of Divinity  
Elizabeth Ninnet Acosta  
Frank Acosta  
Thea Danae Curry-Fuson  
Madison Lorene Garcia  
Daniel Jose Hernandez Cruz  
Benjamin Stewart McCoy  
Dayimi Pimentel  
LaTasha K. Roberts  
Tiffany Amanda Tarrant  

Degree of Master of Sacred Music  
Hannah Corrine Rachal  

Degree of Master of Theological Studies  
Derrick Cameron Adkins  
Ishmael Kithinji Mathiu  
Francois Kazadi Mukosa  

Degree of Master of Theology  
Andre Ricardo Soares Goncalves  

Degree of Master of Arts in Ministry  
Kelli Kennington  

In Dedman School of Law  

Degree of Master of Laws
Comparative and International Law
Yousef Hamdan H. Alamri
Abdullah Abdulrahman M. Alasmi
Mohammad Faiz A. Alqaydi
Noha Adel T. Alshaibi
Shujie Shao
Ammar Shakir Turkastani

Degree of Juris Doctor
Nicholas Eduardo Garza
Matthew Ryan Grofman
Andrew M. Hatch
Christian P. Havens
Travis Jackson Kleinert
Sean Andrew Minorini

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Master of Arts
Talhah Ahmed Alvi Psychology
Thesis: Social Anxiety, Depression, and Emotional Congruence
Anni M. Hasratian Psychology
Thesis: “An Examination of the RDoC Negative Valence Systems Domain Constructs and Self-Report Unit of Analysis
Divya Kumar Psychology
Thesis: Walking on the Bright Side: Relations between Depression, Affect, and Gait
Viviana Monserrat Macias Applied Economics
Hannah O’Reilly Nordberg Psychology
Thesis: Affective Reactivity to Real-Life Acute Stress: The Role of Chronic Stress, Physical Activity, and Sleep
Sharyl Esther Wee Psychology
Thesis: Mother-Child Informant Discrepancies of Child Internalizing Symptoms: Maternal Depression, Mother-Child Relationship Quality, and Family Environment as Moderators
Rachel Wolfe Molecular and Cell Biology

In Meadows School of The Arts

Degree of Master of Arts
Piper Knight Hamill Advertising

Degree of Master of Music
Matthew Clifford Edwards Music Education
Ryan Gaughan Music Education
Matthew Aaron Hedrick Music Education

Degree of Performer’s Diploma
Akari Mizumoto Piano Performance
Thomas Joseph Ridgway Piano Performance

In Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Degree of Master of Business Administration
Michael James Anderson Finance
Samantha Hart Ansley Information and Operations; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Wesley Banks Brandon Finance
John Paul Carr Finance
Michael Branden Digan General Business
Diego Garcia Esteban Finance
James Nicholas Hauser Marketing
Loan Kim Ho Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Paul Michael Howell II Finance
Karlie Patricia Johnson Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jenna Anne Lindley General Business
Scott Kenneth Lovegreen Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Trent Charles Luchsinger Business Analytics
Ricardo Martinez General Business
Elisabeth Susanne Mayberry Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Meredith Leigh McAlister Management
Rhett Anderson Miller IV General Business
Mattie Eliland Mitchell Marketing
Christopher Scott Murray Finance
Zu Dung Kim Nguyen Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
William Britton Nicas Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Katie Marie Novak Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jose Luis Ostos, Jr Management
Bradley Warren Payne Finance
Margaret A. Phillips Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Coby Lee Randles Business Analytics; Marketing
Zane M. Robinson Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Lysette Rose Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Matthew Sean Rowland Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Harrison Putnam Smith Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Aldo Enrique Sordelli, Jr Finance
Katie Alyson Stowers Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Andrew Diamond Su Real Estate; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Scott Kelly Summers Finance
Erica Pletan Upham Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Krysten Marie Wade Marketing
Seth Clinton White Finance
Kellee Lauren Widener Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Myca Raquel Williamson Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Claire D. Woodall Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Huston Allen Wyeth Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Clayton Layne Yeldell Strategy & Entrepreneurship

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting
Konner J. Kinnear Melissa Claridad Salvador

Degree of Master of Science in Finance
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DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

Vicky Hassouni
Dejanae Racandria Parkman
Kacie Mills
Andree Marlene Koko Pitah

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Gabriela Imperial Sustainability and Development

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Christopher Collin Asmussen
Security Engineering

Ricky Ifeanyi Buchanan
Manufacturing Systems Management

Slater Heil
Computer Science

Akanksha Deepak Jadhav
Telecommunications and Network Engineering

Apoorva Jain
Telecommunications and Network Engineering

Xingyu Liu
Computer Science

Prathusha Mosuganti
Telecommunications and Network Engineering

Yao Tian
Computer Science

Remus Valentin Tumac
Computer Science

Thesis: “Using a Light Based Power Source to Defeat Against Power Analysis Attacks”

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Peyton Riley Baker
Apoorva Jain

Sachin Deepak Kulkarni

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Kai Cheng

Thesis: “Optimizing Production of Polyhydroxyalkanoates Using Mixed Microbial Cultures”

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Nicholas Edward Davis

Abdallah Marwan Jabr

Thesis: “The Effect of Surface Air Entrapment on Oscilliating Fin Propulsion at Intermediate Reynolds Number”


IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Romby Bryant
Leigh A. Doyle

Kathleen M. Worland

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Elisa G. Banowsky
Sara Cruz

Valeria Rodriguez

Brenda Margarita Castillo
Adriana Perez

Jacqueline Sigler

Miguel Angel Castillo
Stephanie Elizabeth Reis

DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION

Gabriela Louise Arjona
Jonella Herrera

Katherine Esposito Pownell
Educational Leadership

Chelsea Louise Bettis
Bridgett Y. Hudson

Vignesh Muralidhar Ramdas
Educational Leadership

Stephanie Frances Bettis
Danielle Nicole Katz

Jennifer Dawnelle Ramirez
Educational Leadership

Emily Brevigila
Gretta Kershner

Abigail Prinly Richards
Special Education

Albert Azael Briones
Courtney Brightmire King

Brittany Rigg
Educational Leadership

Educational Leadership

Francesca Alhina Bruno
Alison Grace Kreher

Mary Giroux Shockley
Educational Leadership

Patricia Bulgarelli
Molly Tess Lynch

Ismael Silva-Delgadillo
Educational Leadership

Marcela Buti
Educational Leadership

Michelle A. Simmons
Educational Leadership

Nathalie Dela Cruz Cardenas
Educational Leadership

Anna Frawley Staub
Educational Leadership

Special Education

Kennie Van Churchill
Fatemeh Alsadat Mirghassemi

Sharee Terry
Educational Leadership

DesMonet Symone Cooper
Educational Leadership

Catherine Marie Ticzon
Educational Leadership

Grace Dau
Robin E. Montemayor

Melody Annette Townsel
Educational Leadership

Karina Diaz
Emma Morrill

Maria Jose Vides Orellana
Educational Leadership

Emily Kay Dickerson
Margaux Louise Mullinix

Georgina Villa
Educational Leadership

Haley Dupree
Educational Leadership

Dawn Warnsley
Educational Leadership

Amber Fay Fernandes
Educational Leadership

Janie Watson
Educational Leadership

Angela Goss
Maria Yvette Oliva-Zapata

Marion Wildes
Educational Leadership

Amy Ellen Hamiter
Educational Leadership

Alexis Marie Wilkinson
Educational Leadership

Scan Wallace Harms
Brittany Murrell

Educational Leadership

Dara Harvey
Brittany Ann Peterson

Educational Leadership

Nadia Helmy
Brooke Ann Peterson

Educational Leadership

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LIBERAL STUDIES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Master of Science in Counseling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quratulain Irfan Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Annette Alcorta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner Michael Beason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Kate Bridges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlinh Kiernan Cai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cara Aurora Canady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misti Lynn Compton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Corinne Crowley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailee Alyssa Doherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Marie Flynn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Master of Science in Sport Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lela Danielle Abraham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Barry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gunner Cole Linhart</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Justin T. Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberal Studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Research and Graduate Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Master of Science in Data Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Ansari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady Lee Areendale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Au</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher D. Ballenger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Byrne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Caguioa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Anna Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Cattley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yongjun Chu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurence Phillip Clinton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allen Scott Crane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Duran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock Friedrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aditya Garapati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriana Solange Garcia de Alford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shantanu Rajendra Godbole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Goodwin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Degree of Bachelor of Arts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Degree of Bachelor of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Barron</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James David Bozalis</td>
<td>Statistical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aalaa M. Buisher</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard G. Butler III</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Caldwell</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canyon Kael Calovich-Benne</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin J. Chong</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett Whittaker Coke</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Anderson Cooke</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Brandon Dunne</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Mark Entrekin, Jr</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presleigh Ann Farrah</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pingping Hong</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikka Gabrielle Firozzi</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward James Fox IV</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen-Anne Stearns Gable</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Jara Gonzales</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keaton Craig Govan</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trilokya Pavan Guttapalli</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Ann Hall</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayden Rhoades Holland</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Anne Hooker</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rundong Huang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peyson Kennett Hunt</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuel Antonio Ibarra</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarthakumar Prayagkumar</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Suzanne Jennings</td>
<td>International Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Lee Jones</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nazia Ahmed Karbhar</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh J. Lavelle</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Reagan Manelli</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Andrew Martin</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Michael McGuire</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan Matthew Meara</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan E. Meredith</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daria O. Okofor</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kun Shang</td>
<td>Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Nicole Sullivan</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Scott Sullivan</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikita Mukul Tapiawala</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pooja Tewari</td>
<td>Biological Sciences; Health and Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Dillon Toole IV</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominick Michael Twombly</td>
<td>Statistical Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Ross Viguet</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinman Wang</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee L. White</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang X. Yuan Xu</td>
<td>Economics with Finance Applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenimah Shako Owambé Zambili</td>
<td>Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiaxi Zheng</td>
<td>Mathematics; Statistical Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### In Meadows School of the Arts

#### Degree of Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Leigh Blair</td>
<td>Fashion Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayada Victoria Bolte</td>
<td>Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Ryen Bowlin</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin J. Chong</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlyn Ashley Cross</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Bliss Doyle</td>
<td>Public Relations and Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Feddersen</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlotte Langdon Ferrell</td>
<td>Fashion Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Joy Lundeen</td>
<td>Public Relations and Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy F. Sanchez</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Louise McLaughlin</td>
<td>Fashion Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue Qiu</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Anne Sedeno</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant McDaniel Youngkin</td>
<td>Corporate Communication and Public Affairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Catharine Adams</td>
<td>Dance Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Briana Hodge</td>
<td>Film and Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Haile Magee</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Reagan Manelli</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Hobbes Reynolds</td>
<td>Film and Media Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Elizabeth Rygiel</td>
<td>Dance Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Elizabeth Shipleys</td>
<td>Theatre</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Degree of Bachelor of Music

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Cham</td>
<td>Music Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Gregory Farmer</td>
<td>French Horn Performance; Music Composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elise Claire Hawkes</td>
<td>Music Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Grace Pruden</td>
<td>Music Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Steven Sykora</td>
<td>Music Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah Daniel Jamal Tyson</td>
<td>Voice Performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### In Edwin L. Cox School of Business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dakota Dike Dimegwa Okwuone</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nia Monae Parker</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aarthi P. Parvathaneni</td>
<td>Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Aaron Pugh</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Joseph Rappeport</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan McCarthy Reed</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merisa Rae Riggio</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Louis Rose</td>
<td>French Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharine Elizabeth Rygiel</td>
<td>English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillian Spencer Scott</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Elizabeth Winter</td>
<td>Shaw English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Joseph Sheridan McClafferty</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter A. Sprouse</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Maxwell Stawski</td>
<td>History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael John Sullivan</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Henry Sylvester</td>
<td>Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor N. Thompson</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paola Valenzuela</td>
<td>Markets and Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Marie Varela</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean A. Willson</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang X. Yuan Xu</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Zahabi</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PARTICIPANTS

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Chiyu Zhang Statistical Science
BS Sun Yat-sen University
MS University of Illinois, Urbana
Dissertation: A Comparative Study of Statistical Methods for Quantifying and Testing Between-study Heterogeneity in Meta-analysis with Focus on Rare Binary Events & Estimation and Inference of Variances in Cluster Randomized Designs Using Ranked Set Sampling
Adviser: Xinlei Wang

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

DEGREE OF MASTER OF THEOLOGICAL STUDIES

Herlisa Antoinette Gumbs

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Arkadijs Slobodkins Computational and Applied Mathematics
Shimeng Yuan Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

IN EDWIN L. Cox SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

Eleazar Charlie Flores IV

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Ashutosh Ramjanam Dubey Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Anthony Grandle Security Engineering
Samuel Patrick Rinaldi Operations Research
Dinesh Kumar Yadav Telecommunications and Network Engineering

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Benjamin John Buchta

DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION

Philip Cramer
Yulin Ye

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LIBERAL STUDIES

Jourdan Fitzgerald Blake
Kyle Alexander Cooper
Patrick Nelson
Reilly Christie
Casey Kroll
Christopher McCall Sanders

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

David Joseph Desatnick Markets and Culture
Andrea D. Nguyen Anthropology, Markets and Culture Honors in Liberal Arts
William Anderson Turley Economics

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Cameron David Cramer Biological Sciences
Helen Hinh Anthropology
Michael John O’Keefe Mathematics
Yue Cui Economics with Finance Applications
Kelly Anne Little Health and Society Summa Cum Laude
George Maxwell Harmon Economics with Finance Applications
Casey Kroll
Christopher McCall Sanders

Yue Cui Economics with Finance Applications
Kelly Anne Little Health and Society Summa Cum Laude
SMU Engaged Learning Projects: April 15, 2020

For more information, visit smu.edu/EngagedLearning.

Julia Baca, Women's arts management education and voluntary labor in the arts – A case study.
Brian Boydstun, Bridge the Gap Advertising Campaign.
Clayton Caple, Xander – a narrative short film about autism.
Kaitlyn Contreras, COVID-19 Mindfulness Meditation Study.
Sienna Dugan, Assessment of Rwanda Refugee Camp in the Context of the Villagization Process.
Mitchell Dye, Electric Motorcycle Conversion.
Jennifer Edgar, Minimum Inhibitory Concentration Assays for Multidrug Resistant Gram-Negative Bacterial Pathogens.

Sanaa Ghanim, The US Public Education System’s Failure to Accurately Educate Students on the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict.
Corinne Gibson, Design & Synthesis of Fluorescent Dye-Containing Polyimides for Sensing Applications.
Gabriella Graceffo, C19: The Postcard Project.
Sophia Green, Do Group Versus Solo Photos Affect the Desirability of Dating App Profiles?
Kelsey Hodge, Smile: A feature film.
Hideo Ishii-Adajar, Evaluating the Socioeconomic Impact of Proposed Sugarcane Factory on Muang Phia, Thailand.
Madeline Jensen, Assessing the Biochemical Mechanism of Reversers of Multidrug Resistance in Cancer.
Ceydan Kaya, Waste Causation: People and Psychology: A Dallas Case Study.
Zoe Kerr, Dansmonster.
Miranda Macias, Bridge the Gap Afterschool Music
Matthew Manelli, A Study of the Contemporary Spanish Theatre.

Caroline Matthews, Foodways Abroad: An Ethnographic Study on Study Abroad's Effect on Students' Relationship with Food and Other Cultures.

Keʻala O'Connell, Kaona: The Exploration of Dance and the Female Voice through the Eyes of a Hawaiian Artist.

Amanda Oh, The Schism Within: Political Implications of Religious Polemics Under James II and William and Mary.

Dakota Okwuone, Optimizing Protein Function for Screening of Novel Inhibitors that Target Multi-Drug Resistance in Cancers.

Tannah Oppliger, Education in Their Own Hands: Student Manual for Equitable College Access.

Micah Oxner, Breast Cancer Biology Research in Aberdeen, Scotland.

Lauren Philpott, JED Foundation Implementation on SMU campus.


Trey Rose, Fluorescent Polysiloxane Dye Nanoparticles for Bioimaging.

Carol Sale, Moral Distress of Health Care Providers for Parents of Children with Severe Disabilities.


Pooja Tewari, Viruses and Bacteria in Freshwater: A Historical Record of Past Pollution?

Lauren Vandergriff, Bridge the Gap Education Mentoring.

Avery Wacker, Mesophiles and Thermophiles in an Urban Environment.

Harry Wang, Gimbal-Controlled Directional Antenna for Drone Communications.

Southern Methodist University

In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city's support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty and total assets of $636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology and the School of Music.

Today SMU offers more than 115 undergraduate majors, master's degrees in more than 135 areas, doctoral degrees in 34 fields and more than 45 certificate programs. Enrollment for the spring 2020 term was 11,444, including 6,472 undergraduate students and 4,972 graduate students. SMU students come from 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and 80 countries. About 78% of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for spring 2020.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life’s work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.

Academic Procession, Regalia Tradition and SMU Regalia

The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The caps and gowns worn in the procession vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer’s back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks and very useful for protection against the weather and even for begging for alms. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree.

Candidates for degrees at SMU are robed in custom regalia, designed to incorporate SMU’s colors and symbols.

The doctoral gown in dark blue includes velvet chevrons on each of the bell sleeves. The front velvet panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. An eight-sided, crimson red velvet tam with a gold silk tassel completes the regalia.

The master’s gown, also in dark blue, has a front yolk outlined in red braid, and the SMU seal is embroidered in red on the left side. Gowns have a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist. A mortarboard with a colored tassel representing the discipline in which the degree is earned also is worn.

Doctoral and master’s candidates wear hoods that are 3½ feet long and 4 feet long, respectively. SMU's hood lining is blue with red chevron.

The bachelor's gowns' distinguishing characteristics are the long pointed sleeves and full front pleats. A red silk Stole of Gratitude embroidered in blue with the SMU seal is worn across the shoulders. It is tradition for graduates to present their stoles to individuals who have made a positive impact in their lives. Bachelor’s gowns are worn with a tassel and mortarboard.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.
The Howard Lantern

The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lambier Howard, chief marshal emeritus of SMU from 1978–1987. Crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern depicts the Rotunda of Dallas Hall. Engraved around the base is the University’s motto, Veritas Liberabit Vos, which means “The truth will make you free.”

Around the top band are the words to “Varsity,” SMU’s alma mater. The lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions that make up our University life and the light of learning and intellectual curiosity that shines within the students, faculty and staff at SMU.

Presidential Collar and Medallion

Chains of office, also known as collars, were used as badges of office in the Middle Ages. Today they are custom-designed metal necklaces worn by the president during academic ceremonies as part of his or her regalia.

The chain of office designed for the 10th president of SMU, R. Gerald Turner, is made of bronze, a strong and durable metal. The medallion of the necklace is dominated by the University seal and the presidential collar and medallion design, just as the seal is the centerpiece in the floor of the Rotunda in Dallas Hall, SMU’s historic first building.

The bail, joining the medallion and the chain, represents the institution’s bond between the faculty and the student body. Equally, the 32-inch chain, a work of art whose two ends are clasped together, represents the joining of the desire to teach and the eagerness to learn demonstrated by SMU’s faculty and students.

The University Mace

Staffs that call groups to order are as old as civilization itself. Today’s ceremonial maces descend particularly from medieval armor-piercing clubs topped by bludgeoning balls. These fierce weapons swiftly acquired symbolic meaning. By the 14th century, a mace, carried at the front of formal processions, required bystanders to note the authority and integrity of the event. In the 16th century, this formidable weapon lost its battle utility but took a symbolic turn: the spiked head evolved into a decorative orb. The European tradition by which universities presented maces on solemn occasions to signify their independence and protective power was adopted by their successors worldwide.

The mace-bearer, who is the president of the Faculty Senate, leads formal ceremonies carrying this visible reminder of the University’s history and status.

The 22-pound mace currently in use at SMU is linked to the inauguration of President Willis M. Tate (1954–1972 and 1974–75) and is known as the Tate Mace. The 57-inch staff is topped by a 10½-inch orb that represents not only the University’s worldly authority but also echoes its distinctive neoclassical style. The orb is impressed with the seal of the University and is encircled with SMU’s motto, Veritas Liberabit Vos (“The truth will make you free”). Surmounting the orb is a cross painted vividly in SMU red, a reminder of SMU’s religious heritage.

The Bradley Kent Carter Baton

The Bradley Kent Carter Baton is carried by the Chief Marshal during academic ceremonies and represents the authority of the collective faculty in the academic life of the institution and of the role of Chief Marshal as master of ceremonies at formal university convocations.

A tradition dating back 500 years ago to the University of Oxford, the Chief Marshal oversees the faculty members of the Guild of Marshals. Faculty marshals are responsible for the execution of the ceremony, the upholding of decorum and traditions, and the processions of candidates, faculty and the platform party. SMU’s marshals are identified by their bright red gowns with black chevrons.

The Carter Baton is dedicated to Associate Professor emeritus of Political Science and Chief Marshal emeritus Bradley Kent Carter, who served for many years in the Guild of Marshals before serving as Chief Marshal from 1991–2008. Professor Carter is a staunch supporter of the traditions and customs of academic ceremonies, but also added his own mark in fostering a number of the traditions now celebrated.

Made from rosewood, the Carter Baton initially served as the University’s first official academic ceremonial mace until it was replaced in 1954 by the Tate Mace, currently still in use. The orb of the Carter Baton bears the seal of SMU. In the fall of 2017, it was refurbished with bronze bands honoring all known chief marshals in SMU’s history. During the ceremony it is placed on a custom stand. The original designer and manufacturer of the baton are unknown. Refurbishment was completed by Medallic Art Company.